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Infrastructure Financing Report 
Region M Regional Water Planning Group 

Background 
The Infrastructure Financing Report (IFR) requirement was incorporated into the regional water 
planning process in response to Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature). For purposes of the IFR, 
each regional water planning group (RWPG) is required to determine proposed financing for all 
of the water management strategies that were proposed in the first round of planning. For each of 
these strategies, the RWPG must determine the funding needed to implement the strategy, and 
what types of funding are likely to be accessed. 

According to TWDB guidelines, the primary objectives of the IFR are: 

• To determine the number of political subdivisions with identified needs for additional 
water supplies that will be unable to pay for their water infrastructure needs without some 
form of outside financial assistance; 

• To determine how much of the infrastructure costs in the regional water plans cannot be 
paid for solely using local utility revenue sources; 

• To determine the financing options proposed by political subdivisions to meet future 
water infrastructure needs (including the identification of any State funding sources 
considered); and, 

• To determine what role(s) the RWPGs propose for the State in financing the 
recommended water supply projects. 

NRS Consulting Engineers was authorized to prepare the Infrastructure Financing Report (IFR) 
and Policy Statement for the Region M Regional Water Planning Group (RWPG). The list, as 
provided as a template by the Texas Water Development Board, was used to develop the list of 
water user groups in need. Names and address lists were developed for each group. A sample 
letter is included as Appendix A. As per the discussion with the RWPG, it was decided to 
expand the survey and add additional questions to aid in the current planning process. The 
supplemental survey is included as Appendix B. 

There was also a discussion at the RWPG meeting to include all water supply corporations in the 
survey that would have fallen under the County-Other category. To help give a better 
understanding of the irrigation groups, surveys were sent to them also. Data has been 
summarized to incorporate the general consensus of these groups. 

The consultant team attempted to visit each WUG to discuss the surveys and their approach to 
the financing their water management strategies. Of the 32 municipal user groups, 22 groups 
were personally visited. County-Other categories, 3 of 6 counties were visited. In the irrigation 
category, a presentation and verbal discussion was held at the Irrigation District Managers 
meeting to get input and attempt to receive a consensus amongst the irrigation districts. 
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Findings 
Infonnation found in the template fonnulated by the TWDB, was used to merge data into the 
required survey fonns. Upon the development of these fonns, all but four user groups had zero 
dollars listed for their future capital expenditures. This was confusing to the recipients of the 
survey. In addition, the WUG's did not know, for the most part what was in the plan and why 
these strategies were picked for them. 

Because we were able to visit with the majority of WUG's, we were able to explain infonnation 
in the plan and how it related to them. Because there were no dollar figures listed in the survey, 
most either indicated a percentage they felt they could afford. This was based upon their current 
funding levels through grant and loan programs. 

Table 12, in Appendix 1, of the adopted water plan, was used as a basis for the template used by 
the TWDB. In this table, the water management strategies were listed and the water demand 
projected. There was no capital costs listed in this table, with the exception of the WUGs: 
Brownsville, Combes, Laredo and Irrigation (Cameron County). 

The total capital cost projected for the adopted plan was approximately $ 912 million. Extending 
the projections to the capital costs listed in Appendix 3, Decision Documents of the adopted 
water plan, the actual total capital costs are in excess of $4.326 billion. We have attempted to 
bring these numbers closer to reflect what the plan should have said and reflect the feelings of 
the WUG. A sample calculation how extended costs are derived can be found in Appendix E. 

Water User Group Summaries 

Municipal Water User Groups 
The majority of municipal WUG's had strategies that include urbanizatation, advanced water 
conservation measures and purchase of Rio Grande supplies. There are total of 32 municipal 
WUGs in need listed in the report. Surveys were sent to only those that had been listed in the 
plan with a need during the fifty-year plan. Of these 32 municipal WUGs, 22 personal 
visitations were made by one or more of the consultant team during the months February through 
March of 2002. As part of the visitation, the survey was explained as to its purpose and that 
there were some discrepancies between the plan capital cost and the actual projected for each 
entity. 

The RWPG also sent out a supplemental survey to obtain additional infonnation about their 
current thought about water planning and their involvement with the RWPG. The survey also 
discussed what their focus was with regard to providing water for their future. Many of the 
WUGs listed strategies not listed in the plan for their entity. For the most part, the interviewees 
indicated a lack of communication between the WUG and the RWPG. They understood that it 
should be their responsibility to attend public hearings and find out what is going on. Those that 
had attended the monthly RWPG meetings did not have the time to go to the meetings for four 
hours. It was suggested that a brief monthly newsletter be sent to the municipalities to infonn 
them of what actions and updates occurred at the RWPG meeting. 
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Summary of Municipal Water Management Strategies 
1. Advanced Water Conservation Measures - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 31 were listed as 

using this strategy for water supply needs. Most of the cities had a water conservation 
plan in place. The larger entities usually had a budget for information and education. 
McAllen has a full time staff member to implement water conservation measures. None 
of those surveyed indicated a program of replacement of fixtures. None surveyed 
indicated a need to provide as extensive of program as recommended in the adopted plan. 
Most indicated they were not in favor, as it would not be effective, to force people to 
change out fixtures. The costs listed would be excessive and they could not afford it. 
Many indicated that the implementation of an excessive rate structure would be more 
effective to urge consumers to conserve water. 

Because no dollar amounts were listed, many indicated percentages of would be 
considered a reasonable amount. All indicated that the extended portion strategy would 
have to be funded by some other source than local funds. 

An extended total of $341,877,900.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $87,172,645 (25%) could be funded locally with the remaining $254,705,255.00 
to be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water Development Board, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

2. Urbanization - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 27 were listed as using this strategy for water 
supply needs. Discussions with the WUG have resulted in some confusion as to what 
urbanization is and how the costs were generated by the RWPG. Some of the entities 
require development to provide water required from the development of agricultural land 
into residential/commercial development. The process varies considerably from entity to 
entity. Most areas receive some sort of funds or water rights through development in the 
form of impact fees, direct transfer of water rights, tap-in fees or other method of 
accounting for the growth within the city. Other entities receive no compensation for 
development and water rights are retained within the irrigation district without 
compensation to the city. Most of these indicated that they are pursuing changes in this 
procedure. 

Most of the WUGs in the survey did not realize that treatment costs were included in this 
strategy as it was only for the cost of the water supply to the facilities. 

An extended total of $777,610,364.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $384,362,481.00 (49%) could be funded locally with the remaining 
$393,247,884.00 to be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water 
Development Board, BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

3. Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 30 were listed as 
using this strategy for water supply needs. The cost of water rights in this area has 
increased significantly over the last few years. Current costs exceed $1,500 per acre-foot 
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for municipal rights compared to approximately $700 per acre-foot only five years ago. 
Most entities have planned purchases as they need water rights. Mostly smaller entities 
have listed a need for assistance in the purchase of water rights to meet their needs. 

An extended total of $961,202,354.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $726,582,689.00 (76%) could be funded locally with the remaining 
$234,619,665.00 to be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water 
Development Board, BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

4. Non-Potable Reuse - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 6 were listed as using this strategy for 
water supply needs. Those entities that have listed this strategy generally agreed that the 
costs associated with this strategy were projected to be too high. Most of these entities 
utilize effluent as currently treated for irrigation of golf courses or provide this water for 
industrial or power plant use. Many of those of which this strategy is not listed are 
planning on using effluent as strategy in the future. 

An extended total of $906,269,466.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $528,742,329.60 (58%) could be funded locally with the remaining 
$377,527,136.40 to be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water 
Development Board, Bureau of Reclamation, Legislative appropriations, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

5. Brownsville Weir and Reservoir - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 1 was listed as using this 
strategy for water supply needs. Brownsville is the only WUG that lists this strategy as a 
long term approach to their water supply needs. It is currently in process of funding and 
environmental and international approvals. 

An extended total of $81,210,000.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $4,060,500.00 (5%) could be funded locally with the remaining $77,149,500.00 
to be funded by other sources that would include: Legislative appropriations, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Texas Water Development Board and BECCINADBank. 

6. Develop Local Groundwater - Of the 32 municipal WUGs, 1 was listed as using this 
strategy for water supply needs. Laredo is the only WUG who listed this strategy as a 
long term approach to their long water supply needs. Interviews and supplemental 
surveys of most other WUGs list this as one of their water management strategies for the 
future. 

An extended total of $31,658,125.00 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $7,914,531.25 (25%) could be funded locally with the remaining $23,743,593.75 
to be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water Development Board, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 
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Table 1 - Summary of DMI Strategies 

Strategy Extended Afford to Pay % Cannot Pay 

Conservation $ 341,877,900 $ 87,172,645 25% $ 254,705,255 

Urbanization $ 777,610,364 $ 384,362,481 49% $ 393,247,884 

Non Potable Reuse $ 906,269,466 $ 528,742,330 58% $ 377,527,136 

Purchase Supplies $ 961,202,354 $ 726,582,689 76% $ 234,619,665 

Brownsville Weir $ 81,210,000 $ 4,060,500 5% $ 77,149,500 

Groundwater $ 31,658,125 $ 7,914,531 25% $ 23,743,594 

Totals $ 3,099,828,209 $ 1,738,835,175 56% $ 1,360,993,034 

county Other User Groups 
The County-Other groups consist of entities other than Cities within the county. These groups 
consist of water supply corporations serving the rural areas with water services. The official 
survey was sent to the County Judge in each of these counties. While the County Judge has a 
general knowledge of the water supply for the County-Other category, he does not know the 
details of the water management strategies for the water supply corporations, which make this 
category. In an effort to achieve more reliable results, the survey was also sent to each of the 
water supply corporations. 

Summary of County-Other Water Management Strategies 
1. Advanced Water Conservation Measures - Of the 7 County-Other WUGs, 7 were listed 

as using this strategy for water supply needs. Because no dollar amounts were listed, 
many indicated percentages of would be considered a reasonable amount. All indicated 
that the extended portion strategy would have to be funded by some other source than 
local funds. 

An extended total of $141,582,650 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $12,781,449 (9%) could be funded locally with the remaining $128,801,202 to 
be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water Development Board, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

2. Urbanization - Of the 7 County-Other WUGs, 4 were listed as using this strategy for 
water supply needs. 
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An extended total of $388,082,750 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $112,035,939 (33%) could be funded locally with the remaining $226,046,811 to 
be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water Development Board, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

3. Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply - Of the 7 County-Other WUGs, 7 were listed as 
using this strategy for water supply needs. 

An extended total of $349,987,200 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $232,117,675 (66%) could be funded locally with the remaining $117,869,525 to 
be funded by other sources that would include: Texas Water Development Board, 
BECCINADBank, TDCP and others. 

Table 2 - Summary of County-Other Strategies 

Strategy Extended Afford to Pay % Cannot Pay 

Conservation $ 141,582,650 $ 12,781,449 9% $ 128,801,202 

Urbanization $ 338,082,750 $112,035,939 33% $ 226,046,811 

Purchase 
Supplies $ 349,987,200 $232,117,675 66% $ 117,869,525 

Totals $ 829,652,600 $356,935,063 43% $ 472,717,538 

Irrigation Water User Groups 
The adopted plan lists irrigation groups by county without specific irrigation districts listed with 
needs. For each county irrigation group, two strategies are listed. These are on-farm 
improvements and conveyance system improvements. 

Summary of Water Management Strategies 
1. On-Farm Improvements - This strategy consists of improvements to flow measurements, 

installation of polypipe delivery systems, improved management and technology, 
installation of SCADA system and implementation of a verification program to monitor 
effectiveness of the program. A wide range of comments were received at the Irrigation 
District Mangers Association meeting. It was made clear that it was not their 
responsibility to fund on-farm improvements. A range of affordability included the 
inability for the farmer to pay for any improvements to 50% of on-farm improvements. 
At the meeting, a reluctant consensus, representing several irrigation districts in Cameron 
and Hidalgo Counties, felt like 40% of on farm improvements could be paid for locally 
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with the remaining 60% from outside sources including the Texas Water Development 
Board, Bureau of Reclamation and legislative appropriations. It was encouraged at the 
meeting that each irrigation district returns their survey to confirm this information. The 
surveys returned indicate similar findings; Based on discussions with the irrigation 
districts and the RWPG it was suggested that the affordability of irrigation improvements 
be changed to 10%, as many districts could not afford any improvement cost. This was 
recommended and approved at the RWPG. These are included in Appendix D. 

An extended total of $98,404,000 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $31,574,950 could be funded locally with the remaining $66,829,050 to be 
funded by other sources. 

2. Irrigation Conveyance System Improvements - The Texas Agricultural Experiment 
Station (T AES) evaluated and developed water savings and cost estimates for a 
comprehensive program to rehabilitate and improve the management of irrigation 
conveyance and distribution facilities The program would consist of six principal 
components: l)Installation of no-leak gates; 2) Installation of additional water 
measurement weirs; 3) Conversion of smaller concrete canals that are in poor condition 
to pipeline; 4) Relining of concrete-lined canals that are in poor condition; 5) Lining of 
smaller earthen canals constructed of more porous soils; and, 6) Implementation of 
verification program to monitor and measure the effectiveness of the efficiency 
improvements. 

Like on farm improvements, comments varied greatly amongst the District Managers. A 
general consensus was given for the ability to afford 40% financing. Discussions 
however indicate that even that would be far too costly for the irrigator to afford. When 
presented to the Region M RWPG, it was approved to use 10% affordability. 

An extended total of $204,093,000 is listed for this strategy. It is estimated that of this 
amount, $20,409,300 could be funded locally with the remaining $161,949,150 to be 
funded by other sources. 

Table 3 - Summary of Irrigation Strategies 

Strategy Extended Afford to Pay % Cannot Pay 

On-farm $ 98,404,000 $ 9,840,400 10% $ 66,829,050 

Conveyance $ 105,689,000 $ 10,568,900 10% $ 95,120,100 

Totals $ 204,093,000 $ 20,409,300 10% $ 161,949,150 

Manufacturing 
The Rio Grande Region, for the most part, has adequate supplies to meet manufacturing water 
demands. Throughout the planning period currently available water supply for manufacturing 
exceeds projected water demand. However, certain local areas do have small manufacturing 
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water supply deficits. Small manufacturing water shortages are projected for Webb County. It is 
recommended that these demands be supplied by the City of Laredo. There were no surveys sent 
in this category. It was assumed that manufacturing would pay what was necessary to finance 
their water needs. 

Steam Electric Power 
The Rio Grande Region is projected to have steam electric water supplies in excess of demand 
through the year 2020. After that point, demand will be slightly greater than supply, and 
relatively large steam electric water supply deficits will occur due to the location of available 
supply. Although the Rio Grande Region currently has no identified steam electric water demand 
needs, water shortages are projected to occur beginning in 2030 in Cameron County and in 2010 
in Webb County. Hidalgo County will have a significant surplus of steam-electric water supply 
throughout the planning period due to reuse of municipal wastewater. Combined, the county
level steam electric power generation WUGs in Cameron and Webb counties are projected to 
have shortages of 12,805 acre-feet per year by 2030 and thereafter through 2050. Water 
management strategies considered potentially applicable to this need include acquisition of 
additional Rio Grande supplies, use of reclaimed water, and groundwater. It is recommended that 
all of the projected steam electric demands be met through a combination of the three listed 
strategies. No surveys were sent to these entities. These strategies were considered to be 
financed through the steam electric power companies through the cities. 
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Policy Issues - Region M Regional Water Planning Group 

The RWPG has established a Policy Statement to the Texas Water Development Board to 
establish its goal in the implementation of water management strategies. 

The Region M Regional Water Planning Groups recognizes the importance of 
water issues in the region and throughout the State of Texas. It further 
recognizes the financing challenges of the State of Texas to fund major capital 
improvements to assure citizens of the Region and the State an adequate water 
supply for the next 50 years. It is therefore requested that the Texas Water 
Development Board support the Region's united effort to pass legislation 
necessary, both State and Federal, to adequately fund projects to assure the 
future supplies of this region. 

As a guideline, the RWPG utilized the questions asked in the draft Policy Statement used by the 
Texas Water Development Board to develop the Policy Issues recommended by the Region M 
planning group. 

1. What is the proper role and goal of State assistance? The state should provide funding 
through a combination of grants and low interest loans for entities that show the best 
available use of funds for the water supply. Priority should be given, not only to those 
entities that have systems in disrepair due to lack of maintenance and neglect but equal, if 
not more importance to those who are planning ahead for their systems. Emphasis should 
be on re, cost effective systems that take advantage in economies of scale in capital costs 
and operational costs. The state should take a proactive role in assisting entities in 
forming regional groups of two or more entities that would provide services to an area. 

2. What is the proper balance between local and state assistance? Consideration should be 
given to an entity's ability to repay the loan given. If the loan portion of the grant/loan 
package is too large, the economically distressed areas will not be able to fulfill their 
obligations. Higher grantlloan and low interest ratios should be given to entities that 
show the greatest return for water saved or generated. 

The Texas Water Development Board should take an active role with regard to the 
creation of a regional entity, to finance and or facilitate the financing of local water 
supply improvements. It is suggested that financing of projects be augmented by block 
grants from federal and state agencies through the Region M planning process. 

3. How should state assistance be targeted? The state should target projects that provide the 
greatest return on investment. 

4. From what source should it be generated? Sources of funds could be generated by state 
impact fees on water sales, both municipal and private, bottled water sales, and water tap 
fees. 

S. What is the adequate level of state assistance for the range of Texas communities: 
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a. Large - Larger entities usually have the lowest rates due to economies of scale 
within their systems. These entities have been left out of grant monies because 
they operate more efficiently than smaller facilities and therefore penalized for 
this efficiency. Greater consideration of state assistance should be given to those 
larger entities that are willing to serve the smaller entities on a regional basis. 

b. Rural - Rural providers should be given the same considerations if projects show 
a great return on investment. 

c. Small - Funding should be given only if entity has exhausted adequately the 
inability to be served by a larger or regional entity. 

d. Economically disadvantaged - Funding should be given only if entity has 
exhausted adequately the inability to be served by a larger or regional entity. 

6. What criteria should be used to prioritize projects receiving state assistance? The State 
should recognize that municipal and agricultural user groups have different priorities. 
Priority should be given to projects that show the greatest return on the investment. 
Regional projects should be given priority that can serve small and economically 
disadvantaged more cost effectively through economies of scale. Projects that continue 
to be a health concern should be a priority to the extent that the entity has not had a 
history of health concerns due to neglect of the system. In this case, where possible, 
larger or regional entities should be strongly encourage to serve these areas. Lastly, those 
projects that have minimal effect on environmental resources should be a priority. 

7. What substantive issues prevent effective regionalization of utilities? The RWPG 
recognizes the history of formation of irrigation districts and water supply corporations. 
This should be taken into consideration when establishing a regional approach to these 
entities. Issues that prevent or deter regionalization include: 1) fear of lack of control of 
their own destiny; 2) egos; 3) lack of leadership and desire for organizing the regional 
concept among entities; 4) lack of seed money to begin project feasibility that would 
show cost savings to the entities. 

8. How can flexibility and incentives be provided for regionalization? State should provide 
an investment into the regional concept and provide 100% upfront feasibility costs with 
the potential to return this money to the state once the project gets funded. Reduce the 
restrictions on this "free" money so that entities want to look into something where they 
would not or could not in the past. 

9. What is the appropriate role of public-private partnerships and what flexibility and 
incentives should be provided so these are facilitated? Private entities may have an 
opportunity to provide capital as long as there is a return on investment. If the 
partnership can show a healthy cost-benefit to the project, economic incentives could be 
issued to create opportunities for entities to generate future water supplies. 
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Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council 
Mayoe Norberta 'Beto" Salinas. Mission ....................... . ... .................... President 
Han. Norma G. Garcia. Member·AI-Large .................................... . . ......... 1 sl Vice-President 
Mayor Connie de la Garza, Harlingen. . ............................. 2nd Vice-President 
Mayor Pro-Tem Diana R. Serna, Mercedes .. . . ................ Secretary 
Commissioner Israel Tamez. Willacy County .. . .. ............... Treasurer 
Mayor Edmund K. Cyganiewicz. Soulh Padre Island .... . .. Immediate Past President 

BOARD MEMBERS February 21, 2002 

Gilberta HinOjosa 
Judge. Cameron County 

Sylvia Handy El~_~Q.(nameL 
Commissioner, Hidalgo County FIELD(TitleL 
Ernesto De Leon El~_~Q.(wugL 
Mayor Pro-Tern, Brownsville FIELD(address 1 L 
Silvestre Garcia FIELD(address2L 
Mayor, Combes 

Lonnie Flores 
Mayor. Donna 

Roy Pena 
Mayor Pro-Tem, Edinburg 

John David Franz 
Mayor. Hidalgo 

Carlos I. Garza 
Commissioner, McAllen 

_ Ricardo Medina 
Mayor, Pharr 

Arnold Padilla 
Commissioner, San Benito 

Ricardo Rodnguez 
Mayor Pro-Tem. San Juan 

Joe Sanchez 
Mayor, Weslaco 

Arturo Guajardo 
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo I.S.D. 

Dr. J. Gilbert Leal 
President, TSTC, Harlingen 

Gale Armstrong 
EI Jardin Water Supply 

Michael G. Wilson 
Willacy Navigation District 

Adnan A. Arriaga 
Member-At-Large 

Mayor Patrrck Marchan 
Member-At-Large 

Arturo Ramirez 
Grassroot Organizations 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Kenneth N. Jones, Jr 

RE: Water Infrastructure Financing Survey 

Dear FIELD(saIL 

Attached please find a survey to determine various issues to assist us in the planning 
and implementation of water management strategies for the region, The first part of 
the survey reviews the water management strategies outlined by the adopted regional 
plan for the FIELD(wugLand asks to answer several questions with regard to 
financing these strategies. This is a requirement of Senate Bill 2. The second part of 
the survey is to determine your overall satisfaction in the planning process, your ideas 
for water strategies and to open the lines of communications between the Regional 
Planning Group and the FIELD(wugL 

As part of the survey, we must receive your response no later than FIELD(retumL A 
representative from the Region M Water Planning Group would like to arrange a 
meeting with you and/or your representative at your convenience to discuss these 
issues that are becoming more critical to our region than ever before. Magda Ruiz, 
with NRS Consulting Engineers, our Region M consultant team, 'Will be contacting you 
with in the next two weeks to arrange this meeting. 

I thank you in advance for your continued cooperation in the water planning process 
for our region. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at @56) 
682-3481 or Bill Norris, NRS, at (956) 423-7409. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth N. Jones, Jr. 
Executive Director 

MAIN OFFICE. 311 N.15th S1 • McALLEN. TX 78501-4705 • TEL: (956) 682-3481 • FAX: (956) 631-4670 
TTY FOR HEARING IMPAIRED 1-800-735-2989 

RIO TRANSIT CENTER + 510 S. PLEASANTVIEW DR + WESLACO. TX 78596 + TEL: (956) 969-5761 + fAX: 1956) 969·8176 
REGIONAL POLICE ACADEMY + 1902 'HOOP 499 BUILDING K + HARLINGEN. TX 78550-3697 + TEL: (956) 364·4507 + FAX (956) 364-5186 

Website: wwwlrgvdc.org 
PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at altemative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ___________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? _____________________________________ ___ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ___________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ________________ _ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 
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APPENDIXD 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name; Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Alamo 

Contact Person: Luciano Ozuna Title: City Manager 

Telephone: 956-787-0006 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGsi all across the 
State of Texas formally submItted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDS) per requIrements of Senate Bill 1 (75"' Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
In the State. Based on Ihe analYSIS, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year pl;inning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estImates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan 

Senate Bill 2 (77" Texas LegIslature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate BIll 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance. if any, IS needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDS how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this sUr\ley is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Te)(as 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-maIl address:mruiz@nrsenglneers.com 

If you ha~e any QuestIons regarding thIS sUfVey, please contact: 

CJty of AJamo 

Bill Noms 

Telephone Number. (956) 423-7409 

E-mail addresS:bnorris@nrsenglneers.com 

to: 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAl WA.TER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ___ --I.N~() ____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. ____ --<Al>LLIz:A>--______________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at altemative water sources (Le. reuse, groundwater. prackish 
groundwater. elc.) for your entity? c...AIl-rtf~~s!"'¥¥J ... .Jy ,tiS 9,01 ,/u:Jf:vTt<A-t4'-

~~~ Cul/..(,o.lf ~ ~IO~. 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? C \4 fl,«e ",T1,.'1 It! S""0 sy·ytJ.{JWltreR 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ____ fli'--.-" ______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could Gost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ -L~:;..~:=~.......:f _______ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________________ __ 

8. In your opinion. what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? IlDe~ 7'4f ____ _ 

foe """ .... I'<c ~ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ,<j 0 m..c ... ! A4-?d 

We invite any comments you have With regard to water planning and Implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. [>. ¥61#......... ~~ .. M "'''''''' ... 9 

10. 

,P 6,;pv£) p~ ~ -zff0.; t:"'..v7/ 17'"3 ';'~/q.J ~. u~ ~ 

f .... ~t>w<t ~"'r;, F'"!L7"m''''1 ~Q",,'Ap7·..:,..rr3. W1-·;7iol. I>-/I--'-;rr--.:t ~ 

""A. _1 ... __ _ nQTTJO} 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strCltegy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Alamo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: S 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ~r,,-________ _ 
2. If you could access the State Participation ProgrClm. how much of the capital cost is the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ....L..IP' ____ _ 
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ --:"'ft(~ ____ _ 
- 7 

4. Forthe costs the political subdiVIsion cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What. if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdivisiofl conSIder? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) ________________________________________________ . _____ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the fOllowing questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political SUbdivision: City of Alamo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation ~easures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases. how much of the capital cost is the pOlitical subdivision able to pay for the water 
management slrategy Identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford 10 pay $ ___ ""13=-_________ _ 

2. If you could access the State PartiCipation Program. how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ --7',p<------
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdiVision unable to pay for the waler 

management strategy Identified above? 

The political subdivision cannol afford to pay $ 

4. For the costs the political subdiVIsion cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What. if any. 
state funding sources would the polillcal subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessa~) ______________________________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PlANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For eac;h of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the speCific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Alamo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grand~ Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ --.......,tz"""-----------
2. If you could access the Slate Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and lax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ --T'V""-----

3 How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ +#=-_____ _ 
7 

4. For the costs the pOlitical subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
slate funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessa~) _________________________________________________________ _ 

fl911L8L 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Brownsville (PUB) 

Water Management Strategy Name: 
. 7 

Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ f 150,49 (;'Y7 5,j !:> olr (./ d ( U01 

;;)CI-i' f pe r ;?c,~ of _ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax dev e(ol fluZr71 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

/Oc,J % The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 1'-.' O_rJ_v_~_cJ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

o c(, 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _____ (r} ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)_-r~_~_-,~_~-r~_7-_~~_r-rr-d~~,,~r-__ r-___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Brownsville (PUB) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-Potable Reuse 

Capital Cost: $ 139,825.566.00 
---------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-=C:_,O---'%,-O _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ t_, 0_°_% ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _*_. _) i),--~_b ____ __ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivisio~onsider? (us additional sheets, if 
necessary) . (l-y-Ui,-IA crrf2f.c ;:, . IwDf3· (i-(\c;rt~S(~-'1(·J. 

Ul1 /Jr.Jfr'J C h.:>z1> 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Brownsville (PUB) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande supply 

Capital Cost: $ 305,060,554.00 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--'-I_c_O_%_u ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ I c_'_c_O-,-Yc-,-o __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ 0 _____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ _ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

j(~/A !a~!,,- Wrruff 
3/.;;-:;/02-

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Ke's. /(rY1( fed ~/J()w(edzG 

I I 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. [?&71+ k/lo(..v 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _--It:!'--...t'S"----_________________ _ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _-"--W;..:::J=--_______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply autho,riW if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ ~yl-'ce::::...=s=-------------

Ifno,whynot? _______ ~~---------------------------------------
7 

7 
7 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider t~ be most import~ in the 
d .. evelopment of adequ te wat~r supplieslQr the legion? ,Ufe Y/ldnt.!t- Ii .. e.G' 

t.J etc! ra/J((h1'l (i'J")"1 11-7) I ' I rUL:f7- I 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to_ b~ [nost important in the 
d,~velopment of ,adequate water sup lies for your entity? Nl?rfl2-f'tv-e-OJ-.Ir'~ 
/U tC-(/ C rJ-r,.-!YO I' free!. /d1 crf- uJA. tv 2. fer 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ____________________ _ 

CUy of Brownsville (PUB) 



WUG NAME WMS NAME CAP COST Straiegy 
Implementation 

Date 

BROWNSVILLE ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY THROUGH $150,490,564.0 
URBANIZATION 0 

BROWNSVILLE NON-POT ABLE REUSE $139825,566.0 
0 

BROWNSVILLE PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE SUPPLY $305,060,554.0 
0 

BROWNSVILLE ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY THROUGH $000 
URBANIZATION 

BROWNSVILLE BROWNSVILLE WEIR & RESERVOIR $81,210,000.00 

BROWNSVILLE NON-POTABLE REUSE $0.00 

BROWNSVILLE PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE SUPPLY $0.00 

City of Brownsville (PUB) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital Cost: $ 0/ 
/ 

Town of Combes 

Urbanization 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ /._tJ_,-1 __ ,1 d_.:' _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

/~o The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

o The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) _______________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of Combes 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 1,414.00 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--,/G_o_~_"'_/,,-~ ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of Combes 

Water Management Strategy Name Purchase additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

U The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ -J ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

I,...,/l ,% 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ 1_ IV_V __ v __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) __ ~-------~---~~-----~~----------------
TV) /)!3 .. us ~,q 15cCC//://!;; • .5C'r e , / Dr:c 



, -
RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1, Have you or your representative(s) been involved/in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? / .. /0 

--~~--------------------------

2, If so, were you pleased with the effort the planl1ing group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. /,"-0, /) 0 c: ar' T"-';" /" 7"" 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sQurces (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ere=' (p. S.:.' C r'c-w,..' '-"-""0;0 "'~r 

4. If so, what have yo.u lookeq at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? piC- /7/7 /'7""" 

/ 

5. 
I?-Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ I_e-_:...> ________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority, if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ 1'\_/_':'_' _________ _ 

7. If no, why not? __ !_~_J_/'_~ __ J_·_?_/_/ __ ~_u __ /_"/_.'_._.~_;_~~_~_j_'._~_._/_'_-_._-.. _/_'_._._ .. _____ _ 

I . l-r-:;; ,..- ,I /' r!.J.~.1; . 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider t~e most impo.rtant in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? 1)/:5.'" r~"" ,-L- TT! . 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ~ m9st important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? : /~/c~~',/.- -,0, '~' 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. __________________ _ 

/, . . 
//Y' f}YJ'~ '.'(: /'I'? m t{ " . , ? .'7 '-, 

Town of Combes 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Donna 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ a 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 0 __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State PartiCipation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ---'00--__ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ......:a:.:,n"">J...;'t:.:;fl:..::iccn"'g'--___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) DeveloDers generallv Dav for water infrastructure extensions or 

the City contributes if costs can be recovered quickly from taxes and rates. 

Developed agricultural land is converted to municipal use. 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Donna 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 0 __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 0 ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ anyth ing 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) The Clty currently has a water conservation program. A continual 

effort is needed to educate the public regarding water conservation. However, 

the greatest impact would result from water saving and conservation techniques 

applied to agricultural use. 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Donna 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ --"0'---________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ° 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ a_n-'-y_t_h_i_n_g ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) Tf there are water rj~hts available for 2urcbase, the state should 
handle the transactions and possibly regulate price balanced by need. 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ___ ,-,-~o",-_____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _____ ----'N.:.::o~ ____________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ ----=.N;...:o _______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____ --'N"'o"--______ _ 

7. If no, why not? Donna residents have expressed a strong desire to maintain 

control of their own water system. 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? (1) Bet ter management of 

water use for agriculture. (2) Enforcement of the Mexico Treatv. (3) Lack 

of grant funds to develop future supplies. 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _-"S"'a""m"'e--"'a.:=,s_'''-'ts''--_____ _ 

1 O. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

City of Donna 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Eagle Pass 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -';!"----'rJ.f-t.::...0..o.()_U ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ --=:c2_c;,C_)..:;.('!_C_]_. 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ____________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Eagle Pass 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

zs.-0/c) The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

2j,"Yo The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ 7_~_%_{) __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)~~~~~~70 __ 7r __ ~ _________________________ _ 

TIA/ r'/) (5R C I A/ tfD /j.H k. 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ ---'\r-"t"-' .::..7 ____________ _ 

! 

2. If so, were you pleased ~ith the effort thep;anning group ,with r~gardJo c?mm,l-lnications 
with you? Explain. I\, ?'_ u~u $k_eI ...J d,#'YY'0-t,; ,.%<d.LvI-'.-dr , ~ ~ / 

T-2 Itr<:;~~IJt;:!~tLJlJfj;t' 
n~~ (r ~ 
3. I Have you looked at alternative water sources i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 

groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _l-~: ~,:2::~,~r:fe~<;{~~~~ ___________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? --fH'I..::'--?2---==-.c......------
/ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? --171• _..vJ.-..-=-'= ________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

.4&-r& C* A/'~ 

City of Eagle Pass 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Edinburg 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivisi on can afford to pay $ _e_Y\,_iw __ !----'.,thn_-'--o_Wrv_-"--'f ___ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

-The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ 0 _____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Edinburg 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

30'~ The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -2",-' _O_<:I-'..ft_rJ __ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

70,jIO 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _--'-_-'l_L ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the pOlitical subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) ___ ~~~ __ ~~-,,-.__.~n_~,_~~~~,_-----_r-----



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Edinburg 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-Potable Reuse 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -':7'--o-'-rt_o ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ g_o_°ft_iJ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

"'10.01
0 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ '-'-("--0 ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) __ ~---_.~------------------------51vwlL tU (I t9i\ S ~Vli CJl m 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Edinburg 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ ,..Af 
---------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _""i D"---"O"---_________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ l_O_O ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the cu rrently ad opted reg ion al water plan?_=6,-,1?7-'L-'-(-1-t1-,~=-cY=-___________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to comm nications 
with you? Explain. ~ I i':n WZs '1-of clrrC'C'f~ ,& 

k'{ ~' (lOI?,.c,J(~ win ~;7(/(rm~ ("vcJlvt?~ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, grounzater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? Cjro{'(fldWcfu-- bl-tn (17; wi S"t?r/a-c.e < 

I'tu j.(, I :;; 

If so, what have ou looked at and what ~ the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? hi Iii rUtJ.<...- hr d!/ C'tJU<Y a-r-i.. 
A" d C e/ P"\..L<, 5O%u.!=<-' P/4nI1/;r, Nfr077 r~;£.-i/t)I40 cg/~· 

I 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? fI.w~ ha.t, WcJlrk,t' ~ ;.;;w~,. or 
I/-. 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply autho,ty if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _-+,& ......... $"'__ _________ _ 

Ifno,whynot?_~~~'--------------------------
//7 z 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ______ ---j_-;-:;--__ 

Mas! Cos! mufl~ ,;J(l0'/lt?n~ !~. ck~mn.! /"fvt!.- Y7 (}Ih //Ot1 ~ / 
ru,lLe.c 

9. In your opinion. what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? I'~t{te.. I '1rour?d~ie:-c, 

{jrb~nr;Aj?M If'f -> COT7~S?1fYJ of M.fttr/'fZ/r;(; 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 

City of Edinburg 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table shOWing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Harlingen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ )J' 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 4_1-"'---_________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ -______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdiVision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the follOWing questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Harlingen 

Water Management Strategy Name Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 1'..1.D:-;.°6.><0 __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

10°1
0 The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -'_'-'-J-fi'--__ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

/OU/ o The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ -'----'--______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) ___ ~~--------------------------------
12 p ~ . ]WO r3>, T])C8 

I } 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Harlingen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-Potable Reuse 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including im plementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

/_,-.,,0/
0 The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ --=lO::.....:v==-..J~c..:::.. _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _.........:cP::......>O"'--'Z-=J:.-__ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

40 (710 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ "---"-U""-___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)_~~_~~ ________ ~_~~ _____________ ___ 

£!),A \ :re1. Reft CfrfY\ f"Y\£/r<.f.cj lVVv(3 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Harlingen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-=-1°'--°=--4.°1<"'° _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _________ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ____________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ___________________________________________ ___ 



C/(J/(C IJA'I/~? .3/S-/uL 
RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
th e cu rre ntly a d opted reg ion a I water p I a n ?-,-,\j:L:O~i ---+,1 (....:;I'Yl-'-L!-( -Lf,.><:(,-,OJo<.-________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. No,' 4fftv-ccl to eCOflOl\1rC- '''''fVLCrf-ol'\. at} 'V1.~t?;el a/ !!e,+it1?fwrt I2f (l}L1n r Cr eN 11M 01$ j b-2ve. Off&r"M.() 1 f..t bd 

_dt __ d, 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ....:r-'c""IA'"'fG.""""-_______________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of imp'lef1lentation of these 
alternatives? (}U r;rt//"V~ U~ -3 mrycl -h:rr- 171 dM.$.frIeJ, I4U. ptv/"s Cjo.'.f 

~LLts..e. , r"y"I?~; M-d( -6&0 /.)" rYif./) -ro b( u).(cd WI fh0'1 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ ~_t_5 _______ _ 

6. Would you consider Joining a regional water supply authority' if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ V.\-JC""'-S"'-________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? __ ~r-------------------------
/ z 

7 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? form. ~ (All ~ 

VT &-r vnu 11' C I • ((V~ ;X t 0 { 

rVJ ~ RV1M1w'n~. J SNvu (WJ iNU.J. tr{ ~ P Y'tJ v.; ),.5 
9. In your opinion, wh~?are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 

development of adequate water supplies for your entity? I~' (.1 P. OW!l::::if 
:ftcdd t10.d fy-td~ f~YVt " CVTlll"w.d (,t'X.." r~/{~~c:l;::;J 

City of Harlingen 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Hidalgo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 0"--__________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 0 ____ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _--"0 ______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Hidalgo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
. increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ ---'0:..-_______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____ 0 __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ____ 0 ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Hidalgo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including iniplementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____ 0 _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____ 0 __ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ____ 0 ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ _ 



1. 

2. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ N_o ______________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. Not pleased·. Information and formulation of Plan not 

compatible witb City'S Haste~ PlaRRiRg 

3. Have you iooked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _---'Y:.::e:.=s'---________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? Ground water is our current source. Looking at 

surface treatment. 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___ Y_e_s_. ______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ Y_e_s_o _________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ____________________________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? Alternate sources. 

reuse, regionalization. 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___ S_aJD_e _______ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

(';"11 ,.,1 Uirl:llnn 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of Hidalgo 

HIDALGO 

HIDALGO 

HIDALGO 

City of Hidalgo 

-ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY THROUGH 
URBANIZATION 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Hidalgo 

Contact Person: Joe Vera, III Title: City Manager 

Telephone: 956-843-2286 E-mail: www.hidalgotexas.com 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of Hidalgo 

Bill Norris 
Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Grulla 

Water Management Strategy Name Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ .1_. _. __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ..... ____ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4 For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Grulla 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ o 

,Pf~y -;, ;_,,~ I jiJ U 1-, - I: 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 1_..)_:::_. _~_'-_, _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The pOlitical subdivision can afford to pay $ _-'--"".::;:,,-'-_'"_. __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ .1-1 _____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ _ 

/Jv J ,. 
, >- .... 
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Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of La Grulla 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representatlve(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ___ U",,· _. i>\...:...::;:t.:::.......,' ,--",-'"-0'_-.c..;. __________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _---'I'\-'-'=~, ________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? -------------------------------

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ -'-rJ __ ,_J ________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _-=.}+,("-. .,./~ _________ _ 

\ 

J 
7. Ifno,whynot? ______________________________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
I?_ development of adequate water supplies for your ent~y? ____________ _ 

~-" ~L ... :- ~"\ rr ..... (""-: f.' .~ "1".-" i '. 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

I'~ .• " .. 1.-

City of La Grulla 

------ ---------------



See-La Joya Water Supply Corporation 

The La Joya Water Supply Corporation 
sur-~s this city with water. A survey 
wa_ .It to the LJWSC. OnlY the • RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
Supplemental Survey was co~pleted WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 
and returned. 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Joya 

Contact Person: Mike Alaniz Title City Manager 

Telephone 956-581-7113 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (7Th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended In the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of La Joya 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of La Joya 

WUG NA,vlE WMS NAME CAP COST Strategy 
Implementation 

Date 

LA JOYA ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE 5000 
SUPPL Y THROUGH 
URBANIZflTION 

LA JOYA ADVANCED WATER 50.00 
CONSERVATION MEASURES 

LA JOYA PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO $0.00 
GRANDE SUPPLY 

City of La .Joya 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been inv?ll"ed in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?--'.~~o~ ______________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _____________________ _ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ______________ _ 

Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ____________ _ 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

City of Li .loya 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Joya 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3, How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, If 
necessary) _________________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Joya 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State PartiCipation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above USing 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of La Joya 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue s'ources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ _ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table shOWing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Laredo 

Water Management Strategy Name Advanced Water conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 
~ , J 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ /rj () ({, eo! a rt: z..s··n;J b/c.'- O«-v." C<t'~1 
( (clt({..2f;~'Y7 I r.:> t~ 5fru [ltlle 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the C r'"'~/rI.J'I[e) 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ I_c_,c-_. _'I<_tJ __ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ C_' ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) _________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water rnanagement strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Laredo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Develop Local Groundwater 

Capital Cost: $ 31,658,125.00 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -=-2-,):-' -,-~(,-=-o ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water managernent strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 7_:>_--,)-,-,~,,-' __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

·~-JI The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ --..:;,/~-"'_)-'-.-=G'_i ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __ ~ ____ ~ _____________ ~ _______ _ 

ftc i /3 It >t))p;:> J.'~ L . /C/ 14' ( 6>· '-:1 1 ( 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Laredo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-Potable Reuse 
/ :3?f 7c;' j{.-------------
~ 

/ . 
0/' G i/i/;j' "]{f2/ 

,~ ." tt ,ffY"'. 7'1 r;:: Urt!?<-r-
I I I 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, inctuding implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _T_'_' ~;:_.O----,%,-{)_, ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdiviSion able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

5{) 1rJ The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

50% The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) 
-rU) D [3 --I A-:-P---,q-=' -(1-,1-£r---::=-------:10:-7I';1-, -( -:-/ ?-. -q-,-;:-:-f,:-v-'>-,,-,-'--:{""2-,-v-r-,-'5,-S-( -C77-, -/0-' :-(=--, ---



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Laredo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 
-l 7h .. ~ I, m(M;'l'+~Ct!lYJ< fco Iw; h 

hlVl(Jl'd ..fhV~t cievc 10 'r 
--------~--~--~~~--------------~~--~~--~~~~J 

bt-?:Idc r 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ---"/~C_'C_;"-%_j) ________________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ I C __ C_'.:.;/v'-.-· ____ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ______________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _________________________________________________________ ___ 



1. 

2. 

3. 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 3!2~ /U .... 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Yes 

~~~--------------------------

If so. were you pleased with the effort the plannwg group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. Y2,.:;. r:'I:rJ2'lcI~ /..:.£/'J'l2/1 i<-';:J5 /~ /:J,c'?.rcJ /)1c'/n!x"ff 

7 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, grou~dwaterl brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? r.::C{~! t717!d .. ncJ,~ t?l/ I /.?r2c/2.-i .. JA. 

, t I 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementati n of t 
alternatives? rc'u.k- -- C'Y1 he Id ~·XC<! f- c" . y/ ('.(USc tE 'Ic., 

ese 
- c,?{.{ nclt.1.;:> it'r 

--(/h-I--h Cc: fz,--;n I?/J~ " 
r I 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _---'~'--. _0 _______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ ,_V/,<...:Yl'-'-_________ _ 

7. 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
.. de .. velopm,ent of adequate water su)?plies for}he region? '2r.kkd A C/{JJ<, I, 

( 0r1.Jc rc'.?- 'n"Y)' ~ ~ /4'tdc :f-r-r- p::-h ble 
I ) 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ge most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _=::.A>:..:;:. "-';.~'--'=-_______ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

City of Laredo 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of McAllen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -=I_{-_7_0_>_I.--=u_' ______ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

'J 1(/ t) '/,; The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3, How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

o C'/o 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ____ .,,;./_ ' __ _ 

4, For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital Cost: $ o 

City of McAllen 

Non-Potable Reuse 

(~/rc.~ // t//~"/oJcC/ 5c/~ ~ //7 r,lt,J r;., ?-~ ( 
/(c ! /')/ • L-c.) , 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -----'--I--"O_V---l'%--"L"--' _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

/O{) % The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ {;_-~ ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of McAllen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-,-/_~._/ c_,·_iS_· ~_) ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ I_c_,u_,_o_!t_t __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

!\ ~.')-;; 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ v_1C-./Jo ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of McAllen 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ..:..;(_(_'o_%_'~_) ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ /,_t_" =-c_/';.oc.· C_' __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

o";/; The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ ._(;/ _____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_---'-~_c_'->_· _____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Expl<;lin ~. /,rCc<"'::'5 t'2'5'f%1/i~ /.;, A·~';;t'.uJ..£ 
bi' t (! { It c' 5 Ilc /1' 'f rt{- 77 v { (I.-; .. ?A. ..... j7 t. ,,,,,:.!?t ?/ 

I r ' 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groj.Jndwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? .R~.k--, C'h7'/..:',...":;l..~->1 

7 

4. 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _----'-y;=-~..::::s~ _______ _ 

6 Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority i~.could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ ---<li'---"'O""-________ _ 

7. If no, why not? _______ -=_-=--=--------____________ _ 
::z: 

:7 
z 

/ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
devell.Pment of ade.quate water supplies for your entity? ':l6fj:c«()~C' t£p I<"r /!"iLr~ . 

to , 7' 

Aff, OelrVh-r) 5.dk~1' 1.-/ r 7 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. .'(/;4aicY1 U.J;Ir,(.../I /1-,,(/ (','-1(,.--...1 

F . ,I -/ "e fl",'! fi/'T lit''.)-!I'·) n.,., d .f, .' Fe: 1/&,7" t~ /It.' (s 
best h ... r/v.. tirCiL.- phil " ~~i{ :f/k ('d;c::.sh /'''''1'-'-- 7i"7c/7"y <='O'?·U·<'>2..,y-> 

/ ) 

City of McAllen 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Mercedes 

Water Management Strategy Name Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ ¢ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ -.2¢:::::-.-_______ ~:,-co77I'l::{,r--

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ -"-0_··· ___ . ~ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _________ . ,:u';/.> (11 U:- ftuw 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political SUbdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________ ~-----------------------------------

,··IL"?' ~ ( (, 
, c' -rJ/ D i=;''tJ<C---bc 1', c.; ~J 

/ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Mercedes 

Water Management Strategy Name Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ~_G-,':r'-' _0_'-'_' _D _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ --;1-1--------
4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 

state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) _______________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Mercedes 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _----'1'--1-'--'-.1 f-' --"U,-'I _'1-_1..--_______ _ 
I 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ I ~_'-iI!L-u_\..-_\.....-__ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) IS proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ___________________________________ ___ 

)'1.-' 41) £& iL73 0\ J \ 
! 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative( s) been involved in the preparation 0 information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ '_---_v,-' _'-""=='=--"' ..... ~E-DIo~ ______ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 

3. 

with you? Explain. _~yLli;.~5~. ______________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e reuse, groundwater, brackish ( 
groundwater, ~tc.) f,ar your entity? Ilvt]1k111t!kJ w<?J4.1 fv WIO J7"> ')t, 'Ie ti 
C~ ~ ij (1)u~..:t( 

4. If.so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ___ -, ________________ ~----;__----

~ [N C if / 14.-1 ,? j·".",(""r J. cLv7 ,t' ! '1 C~L-ry(!,c"j-' M-CJJL (;. S- I'V/id ) 
} 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? '/<..,-jb .~ ce.rtctv- E-Je..,.J-

'---'ih--. {,uc,/.,z-<, £.1' /,~ .... -r r-YJue./ ~'1Y'C'lwJ2}-
6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 

less money than developing a source on your own? -.J.I-ff-'c'="'--'S-----------

7. Ifno,whynot? _______________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? Ct ) kl!q "",11-<. O;<>vY=- u t'uJoC;; 

~1d C'" s.;-v2-1l"""" k (;~ J.,dcYrW' (tV'lJ0i"3.-m......-S - Lv.,.., ) ...... "?~ & ;25-"(.<') Ifvv<f 
U?Z- . 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. -------;c---..,---------
k"com"'ba.£ 11YJ,('(~"""'<Hd£Jz.M, 0';: d lZe<}I"'til !3o->.a( ~x jd100J JP and W)/£'Y>1<nfc-fu,., 
cd- w,Je.,y· 11'1C'-Y1<?f'C'""",,-4: 57Y?ie;u<.J I" .-/ilk. r'ejlCY\ 

City of Mercedes 
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FROM PUBLIcwORKS 9565808782 

RIO GRANOE REGIONAL WATER P~NNING GROUP 
WATER IN'MSTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For ~ of lhe recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in The water management strategy name and cost (refer to ttle attached 
table showing the specific j)(ojects recommended for your political SubdiVISion and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use 3 new sheet for each water manCigement strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: city of Mission 
------------_ ....... ----

Water ManagM11ent Strategy Name: Advanced Wataf Conservation Measures 

P.2 

P.07 

Capital Cost:. ' __ .°_.0.' IlliiS~O.'.I.q .. O.(j .. ~ .... _____________ ",,17 SJ I{- 4-VlIlw{ 

h-o mr,fvy\"'-
1. Using current utIlity revenue sources, Including implementing necessary rate and tax 

Increases. how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay tor the water 
management !Strategy identified above? 

The political subdivlslO" can afford to pay S _-+l--'O~-'-Ol..;.,Q:...()::::\~-__ ----, J 

2. If you could access lhe Stale Participation PrOgram. how much of the capital eost is the 
politIcal subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy idenlified aCOlie uSing 
current I)t!lily revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax Increa5es? 

The political subdivision can afford 10 pay $ ~-,(}~O __ _ 

3. How much of tl'le capital cost is tI'Ie polilJeal subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy Identified above? 

The politiQlI subdivision cannot afford to pay S 2- L\ OJ Q () C> 

4 For t!'le <;05t5 lhe political subdivision cannot pay. what option(s} is proposed? What. if any. 
state funding wurces would the politIcal SYbdNislon consider? {use addmonal 5Oneets. if 
necessa~) ________________________________________________________ ___ 

----_. __ .- .. 



4-17-2002 10:22AH 

Mar-2S-02 03~37P 

FROf·1 PUBLIcwORKS 9565808782 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAl. WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATE~ INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

InstructJons For each of the recommended strategies In the regional water plan to meet your 
waler needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refeno the attached 
table shOWing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capita! COSIS). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
~rategy. Use a new sheel for each water mal'lagement strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivi$ion: City of M/.s.$ion ---------_ .. _ ..... _ .... _--

Water Manag.ment Strategy Name: Purchase Additiona' Rio Grande Supply 

S, d, 5 0 J 0 Q (l , 
) 

Capital cost: S 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources. induding imDlementing necessary rate and tax 
incr.sses, how much of Ihe capital cost is the political subdivision able to ~ay for the water 
management strategy idel'ltified above? 

The politicCli subdivision can afford to pay $ _J..)+) ... a~Qc.:o""")'-'Qu.;.,Q'-=O:....'------

2. if you could acce5S the Slate PartiCipation Program. how much of the cap'tal cost is the 
politieal subdiyi:;ion able to pay for !he water management strategy Identified aco\lt!! uSing 
current utllity revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can affOrd 10 pa~ $ 1,,,.00. a Q 0 , r J 

3 How much of the capital cost ;$ the ~Iilical subdiviSion unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identifi~ above? 

The political subdivi$ign cannot afford to pay $ 

4. For the costs the political subdiVision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed' What. if any. 
state f\Jnding sources would the pOlltal subdivision conSider" (use additional sheets. If 

necessary) _______________ ~-----------------------------------------~ 
k-}(n~~ R')?h+~ G·J!,~ eQ~V-r\:-=t7!:= ~.:y Nit 

a~ ,. "L . .J2e.aQ.J", .&i:oliEtl1 go B~ S]:;!bIl ~k: 

w..- ~ :';;, ~ So. R.A.k 
10J;>.1;; u ~ @\·s·.. f 

pFif ad 

-{}.{j{ffof.;!?--IP\.:.o...E::e+~.L!! c)~'!"".s:.....!'__ _____________________ . __ 

P.3 

P.06 



4. -, 7-2002 10, 23At,j 

Mal"-2S-02 03!37P 

FROH PU6LI CWORKS 9565808782 

RIO GRANOe REGIONAl. WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATeR INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

In.tn.~tions: For e~ch of the recommended strategies ,n Ih~ regional water pl.1n to meet your 
water needs, please fill in t~e '/Yater mal"lagement strategy /'lame and cost (refer to \he attacned 
table $hOWinS the specific prOjects n;ocommended for your pOlitical subdivision and the 
estlmated capital costs)_ Answers to Il\e following (luestions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sneet for ead'l wafer management strategy_ 

Noame of Polltic: ... S~bdivisian: City of Mission 

Water Management Strategy PQme: Urbanizauon 

CoIpltal C4st: $ __ .0 __ .5_.0.0 .. , A
Ilillli

S .. c2'-____________ _ 

1_ Using current utility revenue $Ources, includmg imll'ernenling necessary rate and lax 
inaeases, how much of the CiJpital cost is the political subdivISion able to pay for the water 
management .strategy identified above? 

The politi<;aJ subdivision can alford to cay $ _ ....... ,=r--__ "=~t..,;;:(j~O~)'-'O"-"'d"--O.L---
2_ If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost.s the 

political sybdivislonable to pay for !!'Ie water management strategy ide/'ltJfied above using 
current utility revenue sources, includJng implemenring I'lecessary rate and tax Increases? 

The politiC4t1 subdivision can afford to PWf $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political SUbdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy idel'ltlfied above? 

The pOlitIcal subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4_ Forttle costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proPosed? What, If any, 
state funding SOurces would the political subdiVIsion consider? (use addillonal sheets_ if 
necessa~) __ ~ _________________ ~----_,--~-----

UK' ~ p.'" (,,--<>.\ ';-0'; Q(C(JLS ~ PMb-r.i>".~I"'40, 

P_d 

P.os 



FPO~.1 PUBLICWORKS 9565808782 P.5 4-17-2002 10,23AM 

Mar'·2S-02 03:37P p.05 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMEN7AL SURVEY 

, Hav-e you or your representatiYs(s) been Involved in the preparation of information for 

3. 

4 

the currently adopted regional water Plan'_...:'6:.!, .\-.l:e:..\.L-______ _ 

Have you looKed at alternative water sources (ie. reus~ater, brackish 
groundWater. etc) for your entity? €J Qcl 1M I" . 

If so. what have yov looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
altematlves' 

%~ ~&ef: .. ~-.-.£§~;-m~l""-±-,-,-~=\ =J Q.=_d_-· __ 4_'_' s_4_~ ~:_~~~_I,J __ .t_fli_·_-:fl_S._df 

5. Have yOu considered regionalization of your water supply? -.;:~~q,",,0~-------

6. Would you consider joining a regional water SUpply authority if It could cost your entity 
less money than developing a 500rce on yQIJr own? _.J<If.!!wluQ..L... _________ _ 

9. In your opinion. what are ttle lOp three areas you com.ider to ~ most important In r~~ 
:!:Io.pment of adequate, water supp'i~s for your entity? ~tJ b \ ~ c.. eO,/ C ~: Qr-l} 

bl~ .. C fN>~ Y&k \01\) j Oe (p./iNa~ ...... ~q/tL.---,-----

10 We Invite any comments '/QU have with ~ard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to snare. ______________ _ 

-----_._._---_ ... _----------_ .... _ .... _--_ ..... _-

-- .. _--------------------_ .. _-_._----



4-'7-2092 10:2'AM FC<Of.1 PUBLJ CWORKS 9565808782 

Ma r -25-02 03:36P 

Recomtm:nded Water Man~9em.nt Strategies for C~ ~r Mi$$ion 

MISSION 

MISSION 

MISSION 

ACQUIRE RIO GRANDI: SVPPL Y 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 
AOVANCED WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 
PURCHASE AOO/T/ONAL RIO GRANDE 
$I)F'PLY 

CAP COST -r --.... Strategy 
Implementation 

; Dale 

so 00 

$0.00 

$000 

P_ 1 

1"_04 



See City of Harlingen 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: 
Town of Palm Valley 

Contact Person: Hon. Charles E. Burd Title Mayor 

Telephone 956-423-8384 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWOB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

Town of Palm Valley 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorns@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for 
Town of Palm Valley 

WUG NAME 

PALM VALLEY 

PALM VALLEY 

, PALM VALLEY 

Town of Palm Va/Jey 

WMS NAME 

ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 
ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE 
SUPPLY 

CAP COST Strategy 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Implementation 
Date 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2 If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse. groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. If no, why not? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

Town of Palm Valley 



RlO GRANDE REGlONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 
Town of Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ___________________________________ _ 



See LaJoya 1Vater Supply Corporation 

The La Joya Water Supply Corporation 
supplies this city with water. A survey 

w<'-nt to the LJWSc. Only the RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SL .mental Survey was completed WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 
and returned. 

Regicn Name Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision City of Palmview 

Contact Person: Ruben Gonzalez Title: City Manager 

Telephone: 956-581-7411 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWOB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75 th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of Paimview 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorns@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of Palmview 

WUG NAME WMS NAME CAP COS i Strategy 
Implemeniation 

Date 

PALMVIEW ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY THROUGH $0.00 
URBANIZATION 

PALMVIEW ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION $0.00 
MEASURES 

PALMVIEW PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE $0.00 
SUPPLY 

.-

City of Pa/mview 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. If no, why not? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

City of Palmview 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using ourrent utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ Z_'3_0-=:...c 0_0_0 ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 2_3_6 ..... ,_0 
__ 0_°. 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ Z;_3----,~/-1 _1'1_1 __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) sf;.%.{.,( [e,c1.ty~ Ubk:) AJItD&c-...k- rP-r ilAJP B 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recom mended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ i_B_0-tI_o_o=--o"--______ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 160,0 06 

3, How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ 18m?,,//( '5 

4, For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ;J/I(}t3~nk. ; -r7AJDi3 

} 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-potable Water 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 2_2_8-11_7_50 _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ '2~_'2._g-"7(,--7_5D_ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ 1_( 4---'--t)q-q-~ __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) I\l It () 13M Iz..., 1W DB I I3I.A V t~ of r2u(~ ~ 

I I 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ o Oil-xl b1 d We !.J f~Y ,in cPPJ tUj LcI~ 
o t- W-:Vf.t.y Yt 7 t...:f-:, 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ -___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

---The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) ______________________________________ ___ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been invol ed in the prep'aration of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? or .,-(,Sf!" -t -f / 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain till! 

----~,~----------------------------------------

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
g rou ndwate r, etc.) for you r entity? -'--..<'I:..::ett.:::=.-:J_e-________________________________ _ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ --'~c..:e::.::~=__---'td~-'M----'c=__:..:4-'_I.:../,.=..~~_ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply aut~o/ity if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ ..I..~-"'t='!J'--__________________ _ 

IfnO,Whynot? ____ ~6(r+I~~IT~---------------------------------------------

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? 4!-1hn~ fAJe1w .)-pv~· 

. . I 
Ir"'1{c..~ ftc A r1tgfcl.-J/floll5tYI/,z-h-vr. ; tPht I~ rie(~ (/~ .Jl5~ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? 8""(/'4<- Wc;/r#' rtf u.r-

5iJ7dc VI sr'tJT-. (ttn;.{/u/~d WI#.. "-1 (Pr.. cf)/ deve i'dI' thr ozku- M.£f/" 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of . 
j] water management strategies you care to share. Fr.<"dfl1-t /fc.c,!.9S IV fI,*,vJ(~1 

6f\. V/jybo ~ fA?1 $br~ ftI..U.~( .tt.f,t:ty}At<&( Iv drsuWUl1!J.lt. CM{.v',v,J..-~" 
btJ~W !;;f ! '" t;;::::: ~fltS j ;11 k rOlf of Gl+le5 ttpS. 

City of Pharr 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _~O:c..'-.=..~-rI""O,-"O~O~ ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ SJ ___ I'-O_O~O,--_ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ~ f!l;> 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel (LMWD) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -I-!t-"O,-,o~.% ......... _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ ~/_o_o~% ........ ______ _ 
2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ ___ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been invol~7d in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_...1'f--=!!:.:,SO--_____________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. !Y?r/llrYI~1 {I,H"nmurUCi!--I'<!rJ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i. e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? __ 0!....e=5c--_______________ _ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? /~" It( - ()I<-I% or ~ (~f./{i!-?.J)' brJ!l<:-.e-ts 11 'jrpu/lc!t/Vc}.4!r_ 

eur,-erv{ wU-f nofUkd (dr.u-!:.#!.) . ~~ ~t:t? 0ov-f-Aorf- IUt/~ 
fNf../:h au {}r.ih-'/ 0/ tr- taw 01 b~clcj./.J6 ,c'f2tPZ ("1'/~ pyvW' 0 f 200.3'j 
-f., p,,-vvt"-<...- Irt17b~ 1r-,~, .. hJ ~f~(/r...ro dU-/'<.t.--r! 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _--'VC"'C'C-'.5"--_______ _ 

6. Would you consider jOining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _ ... v,; ... ef='--_________ _ 

7. If no, why not? ----,:0-------------------------
~ 

/7 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
( development of adequate water supplies for !he region? atf#rI1API/'? d'~ 

9. 

10. 

0=1t"~¥b/~r)' tk C~/IStrV';'f.W1" &-r,-InJ/ of 1?-d--t,-

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _~~""""~lo«"---______ _ 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water plj3nning hnd implementation of 
water management strategies ~ou care to share. ~.e-/~ L1t&r-

ti.9 ~d r(I1A n (Oft...! hl S1 tie fA &: ±i/Y On; b!~ 45 
I 

City of Port Isabel (LMWD) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

-The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o Oe?r.l--h1rn~ [lJs-f +rr f£1b/ lC" Edu.~".;h~ 
~ W.l.-rw C-U'?'-St1' 1/ ~ w, I ( b (... p,).' oJ. 

1 U · '1' ~ y- b·1.1 1 Y':d~S I' t d . sing current utllty revenue sources, Iric u Ing Imp ementlng necessary ra e an tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ I _D....:O::c..::O'--t-! _~rr-'_v _____ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ -=0 _____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __ ~~ __________________________ ___ 

N!,4 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ ~£"'P5 4-'2.-0 * 
• 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ l(PpOD {~ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ (1.>l obb ivr&. 
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ --,-1-,-l_q~,-,4,-~_O ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) ____ ~~-~~-------~------------------~-~~~---
lY\cY"u~ a-mor,r:-b bf1. dtll~/cptr -h PVDvt clt... ~~u.~ i7M1d ty.. 
(N/I-Uv f't5M p.>~c:>C-{ 2.-fC-cJ w. ±J-... hi·" d~vdlJ/~ (fOil V?rsuyZ 0 t 



1. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Ye> 

--~'----------------------------

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ---4Ye,-,=S~ ________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _..L.~"::'~::;~ ________ ___ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ ..:..V;....:.t',.=~ ____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ______________________________ ___ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? A!lY:Y"1eh.,t:.J 0" '7L.-(S) 

of W-l-jvr- (bo,,/UJ" 1rIJUYldWlt/fw:,) :' C{J1IS?rvcifW...Q " e::J!tu2nC;;; 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? AIof 17.i!~,0 rt:!'! 6,z 

Hc3Y/(l1.l,LA1 &-c t1.)J.fw : Mft>rl"1?-nf/t:.... 5o'IJ{L: e(;/1..56'rvG~"Y7 r.;dt:=--
sj;.u(/fu:~} OJ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water Plannin~d implementation of 
water management strategies you care.,to share. "Pro vi d~ndS 6r rt!frrh7.t.1'r.)~ 

It,;;! >c .6 i //'1 ;:;;? ~ I y£rJ. zi, q,i¥ air Ie 0p.k C is 
r I II 

City of Primera 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Rio Grande City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Rio Grande City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ _ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently_adopted regional water plan? \I eJ t e, If-I ?( (, (.,,1--"<1;'-, 'J17:tr.. '~it;; 

(J'('v .... J- t i 1 
(.e~~ tu?"':;' ''11'1-::./2) 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 

with you? Explain. ------::::=;------r-----------:--------

S.:;111 S R<-ny-. 7? f It cc,-,-, k (""'-PtiJe! 
I 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groun water, brrcki h. 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ('J o. Be ,,/1,'1 e (/?~ ~_ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

Lie,."-Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _---'i~-=-..) _______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ '1+,("",,' -'s,"-_________ _ 

If no, why not? ___________________________ _ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

Slltw:.., 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? __________ -.". __ 

@ 6.-v,,'nJ lJ,;4H ckvJ.:.f'Z,'i @ I/L'J--;1e",,;0 ~ Q; /:r./YV~?~;'< .:/ 

City of Rio Grande City 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Roma-t~ 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-'-0°/<./ The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ~S=-,:,,:C,-) <..J..J.'/_~ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ S-=-:1J::o.....J
D(.Lu ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 

) / 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Romatlf'~ 

Water Management Strategy Name Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ I ·/21&, I it t'KIs,17i.1) tv:;t YI,,)t-Ij }tJu:/ ill 2.:Jz.o,:~5J:1J~ .... .f w;C; 
~/,.JJ 1t..l"'( {~ t2e>tu-jL, de~C(j -jc., fytv, k (rJJ.Gfi YI')t/~tl fz-,: .:I~~/"V1C,,:r: Th~ ~,-A~,i7u"J 

wcJZ" YI')WJ (,...,1\ T~ rk- u+a tlll ~ I..\e.L-( 2- :xJ .. 2-,-,",0 .. 
1. Using current utility revenue sources, Including implementing necessary rate and tax 

increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _......f.6:::':::..· __________ _ 
2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ---f¢=-----
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _...,t./:...t.O..Lk:O~o/<.:..o ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 

I u ,:ti; YI '? l;::t;... 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_---;,/,plt""· ;2-:,cc. _____________ _ o 

2. 

):;/,? 
..,\!..-- --------------------------------------
.J,'"")- ,.. .... 

, \ t>-
~~v ,{lJ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ---'al...l4{./....)-----____________ _ 

4. Ifso, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ -

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _--'~PY"---_' _______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ---'?<,F:..c...------------

7. Ifno, why not? _________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region?Qct It.;yq ):fJv.e (,<.),X:.c So.-r~ 
It<..1),Jv.;cL; w/....",......r cle . -6-""" ) . £" vJ... n ~ I"", fe·,~~.d- WI...Ye.... 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

U}.. h,fie,../t,;:t cI,0, .... ><.. e. . I.A ' w.v;('j l"M.·. v,v,~v st)~j,{ 

City of Roma-Los Saenz 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

rhO q :3 ~- jf; 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _../_t/_+/ ___ '4 ___ 'C'" ____ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ~liC:'7 32 , 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ 0_'_' ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) _________ ~----------------------
-,r' lmptnt +U .. S (21111 rtvt(<;4 (..:-vt'r //!(r{"f.;,;;eol [v;.;'!r-r ('i""/77~\/ld 

j 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-=.i.;:cg_· Lf--'-t,_I_I_S_-_______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _---=-1_&'_· tf-'-l;_{_'-'~'--_ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-0 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political sUbdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 

(PLVCti-' 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_.J.Y-"'e""5'--_____________ _ 

2. 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? qn' Ij 11 dn~" h Y I· /11. ·h~ rc C 1') r1 (( t 

I I 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _),-"'e,,,,~,--_______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing \3 source on your own? V6, Pro"!, dJ 14 (-b1 tV?'> 

>~vu-I\.;; I rJey 

7. Ifno,whynot? _____ ~-----------------------
// 

z 
:7 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? 5iwu c: ti' \ It. !? 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. IJ10rC Sat. / ./r ( ;) lfrrz 0 I rlCI 

/' /' ' I 7 
ffr L..{ 11 . 

City of San Benito 
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Recommended Water Management Strategies for 
Town of Palm Valley 

WUG NAME 

PALM VALLEY 

PALM VALLEY 

PALM VALLEY 

Town of Palm Val/ey 

WMS NAME 

ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 
ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE 
SUPPLY 

CAP COST Strategy 

5000 

5000 

50.00 

Implementation 
Date 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2. If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ___________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? _______________________________________________ ___ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _____________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share, _______________ _ 

Town of Palm Valley 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table shOWing the speCific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 
Town of Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan tc meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The pOlitical subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3, How much of the capital cost is the pOlitical subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4, For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town Palm Valley 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



See LaJoya Water Supply Corporation 

The La Joya Water Supply Corporation 
supplies this city with water. A survey 

wc--ont to the LJWSc. Only the RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SL .mental Survey was completed WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 
and returned. 

Region Name Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Contact Person: Ruben Gonzalez Title: City Manager 

Telephone: 956-581-7411 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWOB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of Palmview 

Bill Norris 
Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorns@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of Palmview 

WUG NAME WMS NAME CAP COST Strategy 
Implementation 

Date 

PALMVIEW ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY THROUGH so 00 
URBANIZATION 

PALMVIEW ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION $000 
MEASURES 

PALMVIEW PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE $0.00 
SUPPLY 

-

City of Palmview 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno, why not? _________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ___________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

City of Palmview 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State PartiCipation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Palmview 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 2_' _'3_0-.:;...( 0_0_0 ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 2_3_° ..... 1_°_°_°_. 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ 2-_3---'~1-' _1'1_1 __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) 5bJ;-Li ~dty~ Uhk:) AJI+D&~k- H- -rL.{)DB 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ I_B_O+I_O_O-'--O _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ \ 60\ 0 06 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ,gin??'//( ':5' 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision conSider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) N/{tJ;3~nk.. ; -rlv06 

) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Non-potable Water 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ Z_2_b-f/_7_ SD _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ q_(_4--'-t)q_q_~ __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) t-J A- U 13M ~ I 1lA.{D £2 f I3tA vtvu{ of- (<"u:J~ ~ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Pharr 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ o oll-xfbc; d We 10 fbY ,t" .;'Pj tUj LcI~ 
Ot- ~fh Ytj?.f-J 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ -___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

--The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________________________ _ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been invol ed in the pregaration of Information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? or r/'.U" T -I: / 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. /'1M 

--~~,~----------------------------------------

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ---,-,~:.::ev.~:J e.-=--_________________ _ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ ~c..;e.::..:~=--_=-t<l:;"'1 --'J17,:....:..;..:c=:....:..;4:...../...:.(,-'-~..:..!..._ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply auth,o/ity if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _...L.Y,-"t't'"".:g~ _________ _ 

IfnO,Whynot? ___ 4I~~I~LITL-______________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? 4(-1-~ Wc;.fw.)pVY(J2..--:· 

Ir-r11tt~ ftc. f...J1lgtcU/(lOI/5tYCI.zh.w,. j t4ht I~ c:te(£ C/vy Jl.5~ I 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? /I,II-(h/£U. WtP-f~ rlfit.-r 

~J<.-hrl(1/15/~ (r!":,{/nltd WI-#. t..1 !h-,;,i~" c/eve~,t? tht oz"k.c ~. 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water plaClning and implementation of . 
/J water management strategies you care to share. FY1t!t11-~A'CCt',Y.s h 11+7/J/~1 

6;.. V(Whi @' c.-6?'I5t-r~ ~( 'tcHtr ?'*1iu drSCtfMlN\:l-t.. fM f.,vi,v,~~ / 
tnJ~tr ~ ('" t:=;:: Ci.-fltS i S'uk rQLf of Cl+le.5 rtp.:;' 

City of Pharr 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-,=5"-o::",/r'o~o~o,--______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ SJ--./.t,-O_()--=O __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ --~----'--'-~-7. L--_ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel (LMWD) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ -f.-../t .... O'-"O"-.I-%u..-_________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _________ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________________ ___ 

---~--. --------------



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Port Isabel 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ -'-I_o_o~Yo_"'_ ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involYrd in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_--,'f--,~~_:S ______________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. /1'?u/u'n~ I (}()h1m&o"c~-I/<ff1 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i. e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? __ 0<-=-e-=:.s:-_______________ _ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ICtw K _ t;", .t%" , ~ (/U. "'Itt?,)) - Pr.l<-c-ca A frpw;JcI~/er_ 

I!.tur(.rvi ~ /{of-~cI (dr-kkp'{j' trA:x-~ d,;'~ Sov-fho.rr llL;ff~ 
W P!.h au fJ,.l}yl '7 t.r-= irrt..:b 01 brcL? ,coA ~Z I "'jJ1 hoot 'h--Vfc..t 0 I- 200.5 j 
h j)r-~v, r/..<.-- (.r J'11biJ -Ir-,~~J t4A-f~ (/~¥t) dU-/'a:-r I 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ Vt,-,~::..:5",-_______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _ .... V; ..... 6=-__________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___ ~------------------------
/' 

/7 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
( development of adequate water supplies for !he region? dLf#Yl1A/J1!'? S~ 

9. 

10. 

0?tC,/Z'1ft-./AAW<dcr) . ik; C~/lStrVd-f.thJ; ~h( of ~?ic. 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _ .... ~a.!<=~ ______ _ 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water plpnning :&nd implementation of 
water management strategies \ ou care to share. tul/'J!I/~ 1~-
~ fYl1tfn I 51 . 

CIty of Port Isabel (LMWD) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

-The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __________ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessa~) _______________________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o Oft r~ -f, 'n1 ~ C'D s-f Jr., '{?U btl c- E dfA.~,..;ft ~ 
~ W2.-t-w- C--ll"7"-Sl-Y" ~ WI It b c.... p~ I oJ. 

1 U ' t t'l' fo yo b·1.1 1 r':dAJ-t s. I t' d ' sing curren u I Ity revenue sources, llie u mg Imp emen mg necessary rate an tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ \ D-.::O~O_/f--~f'r=-'-_v _____ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ O~ _____ _ 

4, For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __ ~~ __________________________________ ___ 

Nl4 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Primera 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ ;t'1~5 4-"'2-0 * 
I , 

(!! 30:; ~r.,.t-coJf }<. 'H+ tiU-c fu: + 
1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 

increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ [(PpOD I~ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ tiP I 00 b /c,,(hr. 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ---'.1--.:.L_q'-1,--'4'-V_D ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) ______ ~-.~--~--------~--------~------------~--~_,~---
)Y"\CYU~ thy! or,r..-b b1, dtv~!(JPfr -h ?VIlvt clt.- ~~IArJ;e., fi01d ;:;; 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Yef ---='---------------------------

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _...L14-=~:-=~,--_______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _...:..V;_~-=~=---__________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? IJI-/r;rI1e-n.,t:.J 0" ~(S) 

of w.z..fv...- (p"'~k-iJ)..1r"()uYlcf.w~f{..y) j C(}TlS(/YI/ftE,J.;] " iY'tuc?nm 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? Nof Ilz~ fi> r~ If' d,.., 

H.?y'Ir#1.'ffct1 k W~fh'" : MfW-I1?-n/lt!.... c5oltr(L: e(;~..56''''V2.fi-''Y7 Ycid.c, 
.r?uc...rud-- 7 OJ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning 
water management strategies you care .. to share. "Pro VI ~ 

#,;} r t b; /1 't .:;J YJ .?/y.£rJ;. fo ~ df Ie /kP rf< C ir 

City of Primera 

nd implementation of 
d r. 11/77 A.I',. 3~ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Rio Grande City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Rio Grande City 

Water Management Strategy Name Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ _ 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currentIY//dopted regional w;.te'flan? ''( e)) I I r, ,-t,;:( ('"1 (.vi«<;.-, J 1t.~ ,~,;t;; 

l'l.L e... ~~ £'U?-'J 1'1! f I ::'tej 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. ____ --::=-__ --, ________________ _ 

.>;-111 S R<-n7' 7? f It '-(~ k- (~l>(1/e f 
I 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groun water, br;:lcki h " 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ('J o. Be 1'11-1/ '1 e (/?f4M ~_ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

..Ie.\. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _--,J.~-=..) _______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ '1+-"'e,_S"'--_________ _ 

Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

SCLu<L 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ---------c----,..-

@ 6 ((;,'n4 witH L-6!Jefcr/~tj (iJ vL}·':ft!-L~(;iy ~ (j.; /c{'Y0~M.'< L£ 

City of Rio Grande City 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Roma-t~ 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

_\0 0/
..;> The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ 1_' ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ S-=-=C_) <..J--,/_~ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ S;_V'--'o/_Q ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________________ ___ 

/ I 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Roma'Lli'~ 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

C "t I r t $ • L .:l ~ , . . ro/ () r-; 
apl a ~os: f td , I if tKIC,VVfj tv,-:;(.y Y/"}?ij 7/JU:! ill Voz,o;'c.&ljdl",",'~ {,v~ 

~tJ5 1f-L'C (~ (Ze)tu..~ deuC¥L.rj -j/:. .. {'IV v' k iJdGA Y''1IA-D !i~ do-~-!:/"w\c-"r:- n"-'>£ ~'-<.I.Q,tlo-wt 
""xc., Y\,:>W.\ (".,.1\ T~ tk- u.% "htt -h-.. Y,e.c...,r 9- Q<j .. ?-,-,:),-" 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, Including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ -_k2='=--' . __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ +¢"-___ _ 
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ /00 0/0 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ ---,v;fIL""-' 2=:0£'-__________________ _ 

oJ 
2. 

/'I
s. 

1:; 
\~ 

~~~c ~ ----------------------------------------------------------------------
~fb-

~I'I.; ,ill 
3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 

groundwater, etc.) for your entity? --h1..j..(.{,.l...! ___________________ _ 

4. Ifso, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ____________________________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ---,(fpY"---------------

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ -'l-~~F.L----------------

() 
7. Ifno,whynot? _____________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region?Q~ It.z.c" )17v-e ('<'),4 So. '1"<...(..... 

9. 

10. 

11;;i..f),J" .. NL. eV'/...~~ Je .)' -6.."",,). £)vJ.... /'> +- ,v>-. h-,~d ~,y<!.-

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies fo~our entity? 7.",@""7.~~"-'~""-"-='-------------

(,Jily CL""W';~ m",,~s\Y"'? (3) !~",«,-,,~ c/- $,(tITq-< ~vC 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to sha~e. ___________________ _ 

6::11 rl ci/0,,...,f,t... e '[., 1A/_~i)':Jj "'1._ V'v''-Y ~/)~jA 

City of Roma-Los Saenz 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _9 __ ' o-+-/_q_:3_:g_-__ i'-_' ____ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

o The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary) ___________ ~------------------------------
r 'lmptlct -f«S t?11 d r1vtl <" ,4 (0 Vi' y /,YiCr,:?'/'J:e 0 1 tv:;.' fCr (·J!?/77~\ .. ,d 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ (..:ci_· If-tI_I_r_S_-_______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _~/ _&-_tf--tl_{_(_~ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-0 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdiVision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Benito 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. USing current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _________________________________________________ ___ 

iIlCvCti', 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Ye.s 

--~=---------------------------

2. 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? qn-'l-(ndtl-?fcy,' lf1.ttrccl1r1(( f 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what isthe status of implementation of these 
alternatives? +c' j t r(~L-{ Its i Y\,tl( lZ fed ~ brtl c lSI j t .... 414 (.1.'!vi P::--'" c/ 

11 mdl d 5~;Pfk}. U I 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _-,--)'t~?:;<---________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ¥6, pro "It d.t fly ( ,b.q {;V,7:" 

>-trv'U.-- ltv (~er ' 

7. Ifno,whynot? _____________________________ _ 

:7 
z 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? 51wn C Ii \ It.,f 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. mOrC SaL / he oILt/no//?9 

/' ~. ; I 
1r)~ C ry 

City of San Benilo 
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See North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of San Perlita 

Contact Person: Hon. Oscar De Luna Title: Mayor 

Telephone: 956-248-5725 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWO B) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in the 
approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22. 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 
E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of San Perlita 

Bill Norris 
Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of San Perlita 

SAN PERLITA 

SAN PERLITA 

SAN PERLITA 

City of San Perlita 

WMS NAME 

ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 
ADVANCED WATER 
CONSERVATION MEASURES 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO 
GRANDE SUPPLY 

$0.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Strategy 
Implementation 

Date 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. ________________________ __ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ___________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ------------------------------------------------

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? _________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ___________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

City of San Perlita 
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February 21,2002 

Mr, Eduardo Hernandez 

General Manager 

Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 

106 Port Road 

Port Isabel, Texas 78597 

RE: Water Infrastructure Financing Survey 

Dear Mr. Hernandez: 

... P~esicen: 
..: SI \/ice-?resident 

. .... 2::a Vice-?:-esloent 
... Secretary 

T,easurer 
.. lmmediE.te ?3.st President 

Attached please find a survey to determine various issues to assist us in the planning 
and implementation of water management strategies for the region, The first part of the 
survey reviews the water management strategies, outlined by the adopted regional plan 
for the Town of South Padre Island (LMWO) and asks to answer several questions with 
regard to financing these strategies. This is a requirement of Senate Bill 2. The second 
part of the survey is to determine your overall satisfaction in the planning process, your 
ideas for water strategies and to open the lines of communications between the 
Regional Planning Group and the Town of South Padre Island (LMWD). 

As part of the survey, we must receive your response no later than March 22, 2002. A 
representative from the Region M Water Planning Group would like to arrange a meeting 
with you and/or your representative at your convenience to discuss these issues that are 
becoming more critical to our region than ever before. Magda Ruiz, with NRS 
Consulting Engineers, our Region M consultant team, will be contacting you with in the 
next two weeks to arrange this meeting, 

I thank you in advance for your continued cooperation in the water planning process for 
our region. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at (956) 682-
3481 or Bill Norris, NRS, at (956) 423-7409. 

311 :J. '.5thST. + M l!_EN. TX 78501-4705 + TEI_ (956)682-3481 + FAX: '.956)631-4670 
FOR HEARING IMPAIRED < ·800-135-2989 

"10 TRANSIT '~ENTER + clO S ?LEASANn/J:W DR • WESLACO. ex ;3596 • TEL:,95~969.5761.: fAX: 1956) 969.8176 .. 
REGIONAL PDlICEhCAOEMY • '902 ~1. LOOP 499 BUILDING K • 'ARlIl'GEN. ;X T8550-3697 + :EL: 19561004-4507 • tAX. 19561064·5186 

WebSite: www.lrqvdc.orq 
::lRINTED ON REC"(ClED PAPER 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of South Padre Island (LMWO) 

Contact Person: Eduardo Hernadez Title: General Manager 

Telephone: 956-943-2626 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWOB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75 th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (7Th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 

WUG NAME 

SOUTH PADRE 
ISLAND 
SOUTH PADRE 
ISLAND 
SOUTH PADRE 
ISLAND 

WMS NAME 

ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 
ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE 
SUPPLY 

Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 

CAP COST Strategy 

$000 

$000 

$0.00 

Implementation 
Date 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 5u /tt-r+bdJ/u{ 
1. Have you or your representative(s) been involve in the preparation of information for 

the currently adopted regional water plan?_-f-~"--_____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ------------------------------

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. If no, why not? ____________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ____________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of South Padre Island (LMWD) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ o 
) 7 I 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ j,_c_o...:.%_o ________ _ 

2, if you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ It_o_C-,-Yv_rl __ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of South Padre Island 

Water Management Strategy Name Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ o 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ .:....I_o_o-'-Yo::..c! ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _..:.!--,-rJ_~---,-,%",,-__ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ________________________________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Town of South Padre Island 

Water Management Strategy Name Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ____________________________________________________ _ 



See La Joya Water Supply Corporation 

The La Joya Water Supply Corporation 
supplies this city with water. A survey 
wa-lt to the LJWSc. Only the 
SUl-. .mental Survey was completed 
and returned. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Sullivan City 

Contact Person: Robert Montes Title: City Manager 

Telephone: 956-485-2278 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWDB) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysIs, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22. 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of Sullivan City 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of Sullivan City 

WUG NAME WMS NAME CAP COST Strategy 
Implementation 

Date 

SULLIVAN CITY ACQUIRE RIO GRANDE SUPPLY $0.00 
THROUGH URBANIZATION 

SULLIVAN CITY ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION $0.00 
MEASURES 

SULLIVAN CITY PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO GRANDE $0.00 
SUPPLY 

City of Sullivan City 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ____________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

City of Sullivan City 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Sullivan City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital casts), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Sullivan City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Services 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ________________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Sullivan City 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________ _ 
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See Zapata County 

Region Name: 

Name of Political Subdivision City ~~apa(; (County of Zapata) ( "\l 

'" , ~ 
Contact Person: Ms Amada Gonzales Title Executive Assistant i I 

V 
Telephone: 956-765-9971 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWO B) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

PO. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

City of Zapata (County of Zapata) 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



Recommended Water Management Strategies for City of Zapata (County of Zapata) 

WUG NAME 

ZAPATA 

ZAPATA 

WMS NAME 

ADVANCED WATER CONSERVATION 
MEASURES 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO 
GRANDE SUPPLY 

City of Zapata (County of Zapata) 

CAP COST 

$0.00 

$0.00 

Straiegy 
Implementation 

Date 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? _________________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ____________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? _____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ___________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ____________ _ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ____________ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

City of Zapata (County of Zapata) 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the fol/owing questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Zapata (County of Zapata) 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Services 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _______________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: City of Zapata 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capita/.Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ________________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plar: to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Cameron County 

Water Management Strategy Name: On-Farm Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 

---------------------------------------
1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 

increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

40°10 The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--''--.L.LQ=--________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
cunrent utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 4--=-:0 ____ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _..:::&....;Q><-_____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. If 
nece]sary) 3 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Cameron County 

Water Management Strategy Name: On-Farm Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 

-----------------------------------
1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 

increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? ~. 01 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ . 40 .'( V . 

2. If you could access the State Participation program~ much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including imPlementin(rceSSary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 4-0 t / tJ . 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ --iCP'=*"-'O::...· _1..L...-.l<uc...' __ _ 

---_ .............. . 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Cameron County 

Water Management Strategy Name Conveyance Improvements 

Capital-Cost: $ ________________________ _ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

T1' Il 0 <YtJ' The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ .....:l=---'tL-"-______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 4 .... :.:;..rJ_%,-,' (}'---_ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ 0_-_0-'-'-& ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ______________________________________ ___ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

P 004 

Insttuct1ona: For ~ of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each Wilter management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Cameron County Irrigation District No. Two 

Urbanizationi ConservationIWater Rights Purchase 
IGroundwater/ReuseJOther (Specify) 

Conveyance Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 
-----------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

-0-
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ ~ _____ . 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above USing 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ -_0_-__ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdiviSion cannot afford to pay $ all 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s} is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources woUld the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)'l:he District is currently seeking appropriations for an 

·,authoriz§d project in the amount of 50% of the total cost submitted. 
Other than the 50% set aside for this project, the District is not 
financially capable of paying for any capital costs. With the shortage 
of water, it is difficult to increase flat rates and be unable to deliver 
water. 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ y_e_s ___________ ~_ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. Information regarding existing infrastructure 
system losses was provided for use in the reg-.ion!tl "ateJ:". Dian 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (Le. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _ ....... No:..><Q ________________ _ 

4. If so, whiit have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ____ ~ _____________________ _ 

5. Have you conSidered regionalization of your water supply? ___ N_o ______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _-'N"'o"-_________ _ 

7. If no, why not? _______________ ~ __________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? (1) Treaty comp] j ance 

(2) rehab of infrastructure (3) weed control 

9. I n your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most impqrtant in the . 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? (1) rehab l.nfrastructUI:e 

(2) weed control (3) conservation 

10. We invite any comments you have With regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _____________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONALWATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

" . 

1 Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ~ __ --J$<.o£.aJ.>.£_9:_t:l _____ _ 

2 If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdiviSion able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

~.x,,? The polilical SUbdivision can affoid to pay $ -_,-C2..u.~~-4~'-'1_ 

3 How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision l:nable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ '-(5JL......:O"--'4~ __ _ 

4 For the casts the political subdivision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. jf 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions' For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet YoL.<r 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer (0 the attached 
table showing the specjfic projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 

::g:f~:::::::::':~ch :"~:pp~:~ ... ·~RJ)£ ~:s 
/" ,/ 

~~~ M~nag.me~t 5!rate[Y Nam":" C0,9veyance 'n:prov~ments 
(;'4/1/4,--- 4/.N,//vcy PPO.JEc-.! .' 
/ ./ {. . {9.o ' 

Capital Cost: $ d / r d.. G? £: --
7 ./ 

1 Using current ut~ity revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and lax 
increases how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy id~ntifjed above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____ -1..8]..-<..--'-0=-__ /_"'0;... ___ _ 

2 If you could access the Slate Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to p~y $ '2Q ~"O 
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

4 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ --loc50..::::;,.:..:::::-.'?....,:o::..-

For the costs the DoUtical subdivision cannot pay, what op1ion(s) is proposed? What, if any 
state funding sources would the poutical subdivision consider? (use additional sheets if 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions' For each of the recommended strategies ir. the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sneer for each water management strategy 

Name of Politi~l_ SUbcrlViSio~:~ ,dKCt".c:/"~r;;;;:eI"c;;e-77t'A:r .it2r-
Water Management Strategy Nam~; 
~~L h/A//,&/q. 

~-Fann Improvem~nts . 

%lJ7c;r- . 

1 Using current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ~::5Q....::::...:=:...--,,~I:O.-_____ _ 

2 If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdiviSion able to pay fOr the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

<.~ ~ The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-.:::..-/=----'=v"'-__ _ 

3 How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable 10 pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision' cannot afford to pay $ _..J1_57:'J--'-"'----'d'=-___ . 
. , ." 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVey 

Instructions' For ~ of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attaclled 
table Showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs), Answers Lo the following questions should be provided for eacll 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name_ of p'oUti~al S, ub_ di,v, is,ion: I ,~ '/.' "';' I '" I f M,; · ... 1' h '-f re. r~:{, D'" 4-!- dr' c 7 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

111.e~r-i"'C 7"0 -l:e~ 
I 

Capital Cost $ SOO , tJ c2 () 
,) 

Conveyance Improvements 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision ~'an afford to pay $ '. d. Is} e2 tJV 
2 If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost ;s the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources" incfuding implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can a~o~d ';~~~y $ ,,;2. / ~ 06 [) 
7 

3 How much of the capital cost is the political subdiviSion unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdIvision ca~;not ~ffofd to pay $ ,.< J Z {) tJ l) 

4 For the costs the political subdiviSion cannot pay, what aption(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdiviSion consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)', ...' ", 

P_03 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTALSURYc¥ 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional waler Plan? __ ..:y:pe~"L-___________ _ 
If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 

with you? Explain ---"J~Pt::.....">..;a...----------------------

Have you looked at alternative waier sourcez.,u e. reuse groundwater. brackish 
groundwater. etc.) for your entity? '5t4Et _______ _ 

If so, what have you looked ilt and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ~ 

, 7~~"<---'-----------

Have you conSidered regionalization of your water supply? __ ~:LL+~_'" _____ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than dev. eloping a source on your own? ~.If; 

If no why not? __ . 
/ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? --.\Q~-,h-:-:b:..,..,.-z:::r------

~/TAPe 

-- -... 

~(..f'O;\Ioti 1";rntl U~r ')1 ?·?IOU 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Enclose Main Canal 

Capital Cost: $ 5.000.000.00 

Brownsville Irrigation District 

Urbanization/ ConservationlWater Rights Purchase 
/Groundwater/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _4:....:5:...;0:....L' 0=-0=-0::....:... . .::..0.:::.,0 ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 450. ° 00 . ° ° 
3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ 4, 550 , ° ° ° . 00 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) 50% Federal. 30% to 40% State 

--------------------_ .. ---



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ N_o ______________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _ywe....,.s __________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? The di strict looked at reuse - TDS to hieh. 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _N=o _________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _____________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? _________________________ ___ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? Infras truc ture 

for Irrigation Districts, weed control in the Rio Grande River 
and better monitoring of the river. 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? Weed control in the 

Rio Grande, Channel Dam and river monitorin8. 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ ___ 

Brownsville Irrigation District 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions' For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, pi ease fliin the water management strategy name and cost (refer '0 the at1ac!'1ed 
taole shOWing the speCific proJects recommended for your political suodivlsion and the 
estimated caallal cvsts) Answers to :he following questions shoula be provided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

i-e r / Q, £" r 9 ~ -I:. /Q rz 

On-Farm Improvements 

Capital Cost $ I ,"-tJ 0 /1 /'7 rO 0 _~~~/~~~v~~~v~-______________________ ___ 
r ) 

P.04 

$C(Y"l e 6{,5 p a..j e 3- c.one~ 'IV\< -e. d 
1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax ~ mf'Y' Q vevvt :-

increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivISion can afford to pay $ ___ -'-___ _ 

3, How much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy 'Identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot affore to pay $ _________ _ 

4. For the costs J1e political subdivIsion cannot pay, what option(s) IS proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision conSider? (use additional sheets, If 
necessa~) _________________________________________________________ __ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER )NFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions Fer each ,:;f the iecommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please nil In the wate, management stralegy name and cost (refer to the attached 
lable shOWing the soec:fic oro)ec:s recommenaed for your politlca) subdivIsIOn and the 
estimated eaol1al costs) Answers :0 the fOllowing questions should be provided For each 
strategy Use a new sheet For each water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: Conveyance Improvements 

Capital Cost: S /( ~ 00 112 {) f)_ 
--~~~~i~~~---------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases. how much of the capital cost IS the poiitieal subdivision able to pay for ~he water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ --<d/'OjUO;<..a,c'-..jj;£';...... _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State ParticipatIOn Program, how much of the capital cos1 is the 
polilieal subdiVISion able to pay· for the water management strategy Identified above uSing 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdIviSion can afford to pay $ _-"-~-----,fJ __ ~->-.£,,--__ 

3. How much of the capital cosl is the polItical subdiVISion unable to pay for the wa1er 
management strategy identIfied above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _-'-4"L-'v::.-<../Y"-.... E ___ _ 

P.03 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have jouJr jour recreSern3t1velsj been Ir.'lolved In the prej::aratlan 'JT nformatlcn far 
the c:.Jr~e'l[iy adooted regional warer Plan?_-iYf..Jp::,,~5L-_--__________ _ 

3. Have you looked at altemative water sources (Le. reuse, groundwater brackish 
groundwater. etc.) for your entity? ---'Y"'e::....,,:s'--________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ~f!, us'" l.v3.t e... s ~! LL lilt" dr~!!!1 d d:, Ires 

I 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _-,~'--<.. ... O"'-_______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _---'-'111"-"'0 ___________ _ 

8. In your OpIniOn, what are the top three areas you consider to be most ImpQ..rtallLin the 
development of adequate water supplies For the region? r .... pr911 e. 'l I'St I i'I !j 

G'l ed eY"1$, L~l\ed. c.QYl9L~ PlOd 'mQr'e pt'fel,I oe 

9. In your opinion. what are the top three areas you consider to be most important In the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? SOl,.., t ... S ,4/", f 

P.02 

10. We inVite any comments you have With regard to water planning and Implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. !) e-b ey "rt1 Wqt e r .. t- eGl ~ 1 

pe~l1:t S ~ t '-'I"':' L < t= Q cee h Dw M «c4 
• "' ~ j..<;!.... I" t, ~et .. j U S£ "'n d.. 

L%"J ~ 

RECEiVED MAY;;: 3 2tJfIl 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Hidalgo 

Water Management Strategy Name: Conveyance Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? n 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ~ __ .L-__ ~}pt.J'~ __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 4 D 6/0 . 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ bo trJ7J 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __________________________________________________ __ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Hidalgo 

Water Management Strategy Name: On-Farm Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 
---------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ----'t-·()::.......--f~;{)-"'---------
2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 

political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

/J 7J orr) 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ LfV-=-__ '--__ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

1- () O,/;;u 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _-,!tJ __ ~ ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For .. ch of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please till in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions Should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Donna Irrigation Olstrict HC #1 

Urbanizationl ConservalionIWater Right' J:>urchase 
IGroundWaterlReuse/Other (Specify) 

1. Using CU~ utility revenue IIOUn:es, Including implementing necessary rale and tax increases. how much of 
the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the waler management strategy identified above? 

·30'2!:. It 0 0,0 The poOOcal .ubdivision can afford to pay $ _--== __ -r~:.....:.t~ _____ _ 

2. If you could access the Slate J:>.r1icipation F'rogram, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able 
to pay for the water management strategy identified above using current utility revenue sources. including 
implementing neeesHI)' rate and tllX increas8$? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ 3=O_~",D::.-__ _ 

3. How much of the capital cosl is the political subdivision ~ to pay for the water management strategy 
idenllllecl above? 

The political subdivision cannot afJard to pay $ _..::o',-l--,-"o,-~...,o",-____ . 

4. For the C08Ul the political subdMsion cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, state funding 
IIOUrces would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if necessary) ________ _ 



l-'U' .. 1,..... .L1-.I-· ..... VI'""1\ .LUI' .L.'.L""" 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Inetruc:tlon8 I=or each of the rec!)lr.!"'Ie,deC strategies 1r1 ~he 'egionai waler plar. to m@el yc..:
water ~.eds. pleaae fill i11 the water :narage""en! strategy r.ame al"ld cos1 :refer 10 t~e attached 
table show:ng the specific project'S rec::lrnr1enoed for lOur t:o;Jlical suboivision and (he 
estimated capital COSls) Answers to ins follawlng c'..;estlons sh~uld ~e provided for aacJ-, 
strategy. Use a new sheet fer eacl'I waler rnanagerr.em s1rategy 

Name of Political ~bdtv"'on: __ b~s&.,.~~l~b~ .. tlC'#1 
Water .. .., •• ...,.nt Str.tegy Name: C:onveyance lmprovemen~ 

Captt,a/ Cost: S 
---------------------------------------

i. U!Ilng cUI':'ent utility revenue sources. Incluoing implementing necessary rate and tax 
il"lcreases. how much of tI'Ie ca;jjtal :;~st is the pOiitical suoci\lision able to pay for the water 
management SlI'lIteQY ,dentified above? 

The politieal subd.villion can afton: 10 cay S _.......:LtL.;()~"!.L6L-________ _ 

2. If you aoute access the Stale Partlcipaton P~9ram, how 'l1UCl'1 of the captal Cost is !.~e 
political subdillls.o" 80le to pay for the 'Nate' manager1ent strateg)o !centified above usmg 
curren! utilIty ~evenlJe source5. ,nc'uding ;mple~entil'g 'lecessary rate ana tax :ncreases? 

Tile political subdivision can afford !o pay $ _-=Ioc.:a::....~"'b'-__ _ 

3, HO'V much of t!'1. capilal cost IS the 00111;031 subdivision unable to pay for the waler 
management strategy identtfied ab"".? 

Th. political 5ubdiv~$;on cannot afford to pay $ ____ 0:::..... __ . ____ _ 

4. Forthe cost$ the polillcal subdivlsio." cannot pay. wnat oplion(s} is proposecP WI"at. if any. 
state funding rces would the PQUical subdivIsion cons'der? :use additIOnal sl1eets. it 
neceaury) . - ..Ltu...; - ..11JtJ-"'IW. 

P.03 

------_._--
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RIO GRANOE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTFWCTUR£ FINANCING SURVEY 

lnatnlctions' ~o( each of ~e reeommerlcee slr3t9;11es ir, the regic:-,al water plar, !e mee: yOur 
water needs, please lill ,n t:"e water manage",e"t strategy "ame a"d cost refer to t"le attac'1ed 
table ahowing me specific projects recommended for your political subdillislon and the 
es11mated capital costs). Answers to the 1olfewin~ Questions sh~u!d be pro,,'ced for each 
Slrattgy. Use if new sheeT for eac~ wa~er management strategy 

~ 01 Polltleal Subdivision: _~_~~~ JlC#1 
W •• r "Inlgern.nt S,"_gy Name: On. Farm 'r'I'lproverr:erlts 

C""Cost: S ---------------------------------
'. Uling et.:rrent utility revenue sources, Includi!1g ;mplementu"lg necessary rate and tax 

Inere.set!. how mucl'1 of the capital cost is the political subdiviSion able to pay for rhe water 
managemenl slralegy identlfied above? 

The pOlitical subdlvislor can afford to pay S __ ~~Q __ -__________ _ 

2. If you could OIeee.!! !he State PaMlc:pallcn Program, how much of the capital cost is ~he 
porJtieal subdiVISIOn able to pay for rhe water managemem strategy identified above uSing 
current ubltty rellenue sources. indudi"" Implementing necessary rale and tax Increases? 

'Me political subcliVisio" can afford to pay $ . __ -...!O~· ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital c~t 1$ the poJctieal subdiVision unab',!! to pay 'or the water 
management strategy idenlifJed above? 

The !:IQiiticai subdiViSIon cannot afford Ie pay $ -:;,---"0"--'-___ _ 

4. Far tn. COSUI the oOlJllcal subdivision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposec::!? What. if any. 
state funding sources WOuld tne political subdivision conSider? ,use additional sheets. If 

necessary) Qn..-~~ tW. ~ paUJ..~ B4.J,~ 
L:b.:t·PCD· ,-tLfte 

P.04 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAl WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? ..J...Ptcws.Il'\~i ".t .:1ALr~u..Y~'V~· 
If so, were you pleas~ with the effort t~e planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. ~ J\.U R IN..tJ...,,II..L,f2a4e? t~ u.:ttz~ a r '1, 
..b.t.'-hv.~ 

Have you looked at altemative water sources (i.e. reuse. groundwater. brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? __ ':ho.=D:5.2.... ______________ _ 

If so. what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ____________________________ _ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _~t.n.c~~ ______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
len money than developing a source on your own? __ ..:'-h.o~,,----_________ _ 

If no, why not? ~ ~ ~ tArpJy ~ =i~i c,a,,£ .. 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? ~ ntL 'W 
~ • .. ".r' 1 !, ,,..1", bJ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider l be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? lIthv... "'Ad ':IF\( 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ~(W..L a.lL ~ ~ 

b'N ~ ~I t»t Ju.ylw ~ ~~. 

OoImell,,. • I~HC~ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instruotions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Polltical Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Hidalgo Co. Irrigation Olstriot #1 

Urbanization! ConservationlWater Rights Purchase 
IGroundwaterlReuse/Other (Specify) 

Conservation/Main Canal Lining/Pipelines 

Capital Cost $ liS, 000,000 
------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rale and tax increases, how much of 
Ihe capital cost is the political subdivision able 10 pay for the water management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ ---'Nc.:..::0:..:N.o,.=E'--____ _ 

2. If you could access the State Panicipation Program. how much of the capital cost is the political subdiviSion able 
10 pay for Ihe water management strategy identified above using current utility revenue sources, induding 
implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ N_O_N_E ___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water management strategy 
identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay S 115.000! 000 

.... For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, state funding 
$ourc:es would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if necessary) ________ _ 

See lio of Supplemental Survey 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? Not Directly Involved 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. Mostly from Representatives through the Water 

District Manag@rs Association 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? __ Yz.:e~s~ _________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 

5. 

6. 

7. 

alternatives? Qualit of alternative water does not ermit continued used 
and agricultural economy will n support systems to improve quality 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? ____ "_0 _______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ____ N:.;.:O;..... ________ _ 

If no wh¥ no!? No other source available- all water comes from same source 
merger a some Districts may promote Improved economies permrtmg addibonal 
renaoproJl!!Cts to conserve water 

of 

SAME AS #8 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _______________ _ 

SEE ATTACHED 

HIdalgo Co. imgllfJOIJ Diflrict #1 
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ATTACHMENT: 

#10. 

The «Water Problem" becomes a "MoDey Problem" wbich in turn is simply a 
"Political Problem" . 

For EUJIlple: 

Notes: 

Assume aU the political entities could agree 
Assume a Valley populatioD of 1,000,000 
Assume there are 2!O.OOO domestic mden 
Assume a S4.00/moDtb/meter USe55mellt 
Assume a 50 year %ero interest governmcilt loan 

250,000 x $4.00 x 50 yean = $600,000,000 

1. S4.oo/montbly is Dot a financiJal disarter to any family 
2. Water Savings from $600,000,000 rehab would produc.e aD abundaDt 

supply attractiag additional industry and jobs 
3. Future increase in popuJation & mden would add to avaiiabJe resources 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: Conveyance Improvements 

Capital Cost: $ 
----------------------------------------------------------

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases. how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

Ife The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ --'~ ____________________ _ 

2 If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivIsion able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

IttJ The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ -'"_~ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ --.!.I_D..:.C_' ...<2'-'0"--__ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivISion cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources w. Quid the poJitical SUb.division consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary) I ,j . ~",-c:f /' , 1,. ,:.... . .<-he "1-<: 

-141. 

P.03 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your repre5entative(s) oeen involved in the preparatIOn of Information for 
the currently adopted regional water Plan7 __ -.!5f#YJ!L'''-----__________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _--"<j;J'f!~;Y~ ____________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _..LN~O~ ________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ____________________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _-,;!I~O,,-_______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _--"4""'/,'-'0 __________ _ 

7. 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most Important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? CU-R. I)~ .~ 

iv'Nt/,... f::Jv I 'J ij tvA ~ 7hlJl' JcJ , 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? I q eiL/ Ivrd't<- r;~4 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care 10 share, _______________ ., 

fuc" f /lH't I t'c rr: CQ)vq> v '1 t'I.:;1 1'3 q l( r;udis, 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital Cost: $ 3, (: t' () . {c () , 
/ , 

HCWID#3 

Urbanizationl ConservationlWater Rights Purchase 
IGroundwater/ReuselOther (Specify) 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ .......,-,L1r+/'-' "",c,"", U,,-' f-' .:::0:.--' ..=i_' f:::._'_, ' _____ _ 
,;: ) I 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ,,,)) C !, [ I (; C C J 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision. cannot afford to pay $ -!)-~ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) 7 \//~ rJ p _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_-+-0-=E:'--"'S'--____________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? "~f"""'-<"'" +1"-'1' _________________ _ 

4. 

\J 
5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _+-'~'-'-_______ _ 

7. 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? --II..,,! '-I ... c'--__________ _ 

) JX~ 

6. 

~~~~~~~~~~~Uy-~ 
-1"!lJ.:::u..l:.....w;&...t.IL.;'~~~9po.<'_:_1c.......A~"*"";9~~::::::='J.~~:::::1~~4)::l.:;--.,..p.4.4-4'_F_'· JA.. •. 'J.-Q. , 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important i.fl the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? L-a4\!j C {U 0 t~ < ' 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water 

I j~er/:ana~ ment strategies you care to s,.:.:h~a~re~.~=¥=~"""':w...7f=~..='-1"''''''"''''=~,l.....<~..JJ 

HCWlD#3 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: HCID #5 

Contact Person: Mr. Mike Yeary Title: Manager 

Telephone: (956) 565-1058 E-mail: 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the State of Texas formally 
submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water Development Soard (TWDS) per requirements of 
Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply 
needs for all water users in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs also developed 
prelimlnar; capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges the RWPGs with 
examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water management strategies and projects 
recommended in the most recently approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions all across Texas 
propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22,2002 to: 

Magda Ruiz 
P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 
(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

HelD #5 

Bill Norris 
Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ N'_{} ______________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. f\/() c"t.- '-4> .......... n/, .......... .:!.. <.I:..jl.. ,.., .. ~ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? _...,'Ip .. ~s __________________ _ 

If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? UJ>4L ~. '" &. '''"flU ....... ..., .. .f .. ..- "'Dc.\,). 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _--'".,::..a:.-________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _-7Y""#"".s"--_________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot? ________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? c.,tI»r f"o.) :+1. .$yff/y 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? (..1) 'to +/ 1 ",.)/fY . s..,uly 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. _________________ _ 

HCID#5 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER lNfRASTRUCTURf FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the rec::;mmended sirategies in the regional water pian to meet your 
water needs, please r,1I 'n the 'Nater management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing lhe specific projects recommended for 'lour political subdiVIsion and the 
estimated cap, tal costs) Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management s[rategy~ 

P.04 

Name of Political Subdivision: i-h'Oft'L<o 17 +-~ e'Q{!A.£l77.E"2 ~ , Oi-s.¥' C; 
Water Management Stnltegy Name: On-Farm Improvements 

727 
Capital Cost $ 0 _---';t>3" 10, 0 00 , 0 00 -. , _______ 02~ ______ ~ ____________ ~~-~~=+'~~~--~~--------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able \0 pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The politic.al subdivision can afford to pay $ _-'L.N~~o::..:IJ:::::..:e-=-__________ _ 

2~ If you could ac.cess the State PartiClpation Program, how much of the capital cost IS the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
curren! utility revenue sourceli, including Implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _..:.AJ-=-O-",_IJ,--,~=-__ _ 

3. How much of the cap,tal cost is tI'1e political subdivision unable to pay for the water 

4 

management strategy identified above" 

The poiilical subdiVIsion cannot afford to pay S 

Forthe costs the political subdiVision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
staie funding sources would the political suodivision consider? (use additional sheets, If 
necessary) ___ ~ ______________ ~~_~ ____ ~~~,-__ ~ ____ ,-~ __________ __ 

r+P(M i"';'en OB'''1''''''+o..) e(vD ~~ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

'nstTl.Jctiol1S For each or (he recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet you, 
water needs, piease fiJI in the water management strategy name and cost (ref!'.f to the attached 
lable shOWing the Jo:;ecific projects recommended for your political subdiviSion and the 
estimated caplla! ccsts) Answers to the tollowing qwestions should be prcvlded for each 
strategy. Use a new sheel for each waier management strategy. 

Water Management Strategy Name Conveyance Improvements 

Capital Cost: S 5Pe" o~o " ~ :20) O~~) Ot!:)(;) ?.?? 
1. USing current utility revenue so es, including implementing nee ssary rate and tax 

increases. how much of the capita sl is the political subdivision aete. 10 pay for the water 
management strategy identified above. --

The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ -tJ{oe.,%{l· C'L-====2~-1./--liw·:I:L __ _ 

P .. 03 

2 If you could access the Stale PartiCipation Program, how much of the c<lpilal cost is Ihe 
polilical subdiVISion aO/e to pay for the water management strategy identified above Llsing 
current utility revenue sources, incJuding implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

lT7 rl ~ 13",- d-- up e-..J 
The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ C) Ii2 ~ 10.10 .,)-fc:rf-',.f;-(...-S ~J8' 

3. How much of the capital cost 1$ the political suedivislon unable to pay for the waler 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ~olc 499'" 
4. For the costs the potitical subdiVision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 

state funding sources would the political suedivlsion consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ;2 
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2. 

3. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you ,Jr IOLlr reoresenla!ive{s) Deen involved in the preparation of Information for 
the ~urrenl!y adopted regionai water Pian?_.:;1~ee=...::5;;...1 ____________ _ 

IJ so, were lOU ::;ie::':3eci ~2e effort 'ihe planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain __________________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternative waler scu~ e reuse. groundwater brackish 

groundwater. etc) for your entity? _~~. +~>-------_-_------

4. If so. What have you looked at and what is he status of implementation of these 
alternatives" ..--=--

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply" -'-/.,../ .... e=. .... :7«-______ _ 
( 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply autho!ity jf it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? __ ~-;7 .... ___________ _ 

I H ~ \ 

If no, why no(' lUff e1)O?4jH IUPD -to M4-kts vez US/oJ 7. 

8. In your opinion. what are the top three areils you consider to be in the 
devel0p.ment of adequate water su p' for the region? I. P~(.$ 

.2.. Ikj_ /&IA:-n:f12. WlMePJ/4--.,-zDJJ t/}.etec::::r3 3.·Jti~M"'·le !j~ ~ 

9. In your opinion. what are thf! top three areas you consider to,)! mosl imporiani in the 
development of a<;iequate water supplies (or your entity'? . ~ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you car-e \0 share. ______________ _ 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Ins1ruGtIons: For NCh of the recommended strategies In the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the SpecifIC projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Sb ategy Name: 

capttal Cost: $ 

East Rio Hondo Water Supply Corporation 

Urbanization! Conservation/Water Rights Purchase 
IGroundwater/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ...£.M-"'-'='()::..;/'J'--·..;:c."--_____ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ~< o.£)o UDC. 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary)_~~~=_~~--~~~~--------------------
IdAZr rt# 7 ~r:s 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For ~ of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

East Rio Hondo Water Supply Corporation 

Urbanization! ConservationiWater Rights Purchase 
/Groundwater/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

CcJ)/S UP' A-VJ.wJ 
CapItal Cost: $_---'/Jl-L.LI.~M .... y..:..:~.;..;.'#c-~ ______________ _ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _____________ . 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ ' 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
~ssary) ___________________________________________ _ 



RJO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For!!!ID. of the recommended strategies In the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Stratagy Name: 

East Rio Hondo Water Supply Corporation 

Urbanization! ConservatlonlWater Rights Purchase 
/Groundwater/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

Capital Coat $ ~ , 2..:S-C> ( 000 
--~~)~~--,,~-----------------------------------

1 . USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdiVision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ..:...N.!:-L>..;..N----.:€:= __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _..;.H_O_N_L __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdiVision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ S- I 2.---~ I COD . • 
4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 

state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

necessary)_~----~----~--~------------~~~~--------------
/lHt,ff1 ~41 GoV"ltyW 4"77ZJ ox... ~Z$ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

lnatruc:tions: For Ncb of the recommended strategies In the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdlvlaion: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

East Rio Hondo Water Supply CorporatIon 

Urbanization! Conservation/Water Rights Purchase 
/Groundwater/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

UUlb/1 Z/h7o"j !Vb.,.) wtx /~ .t ~,r;f4I.s..r,mJ u'</~J 

Capital Cost: $ @~<tIP #/t; 0 d.:; < l:J 0 = 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdMsion can afford to pay $ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ <:!l.ODO, Dt? 0 
? • 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional Sheets, if 

necessary) ______ ~~ __ ~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~--~--=_~ 
~ ~ c/.i.£)/f. &~ ..Hbf?L ~ M rl1(~A7:-T &. . 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_..<.;N....,o==--_____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __ "-'YbJ==-_____________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? __ Y''-'£.5'-'-________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? $.:J~~rr ~(T>./h- -..;v;e. ~7 

NJt1-f7f ~~ ~ ~ /~ 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? --,-~...::.:...==--'f:......;./_s _____ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? f'ts I~ ~w ~y t..J.,.) 

7. If no, why not? _________________________________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region?@fr",~m"!. s .. "/l.CbC .sVc# 

It! .e.. Q • ('2) P4,.rvlill!l#r A- P;/'euN,! ~ TJ/l. pA-rlof 7%! k.M'/Hvl?'fZ. <-4.s.r~ 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? cV ~ So./~ (~.IJ) 

® #J)/D(}A//lZ.. W4N:A.- 12.1tfr7/P &~t!. GD /J11A,/lhll2-f:, .l!AWt'-~ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 
V~ ~ hi C/Jv Jet?(l1V:Su C<W.s,~ '" /'d'?w-./,! h4rn( I1}fC ~#-@Pe. 
(~U;/ J 16 7?¢ /1IV.1/IC//'/h..,{.TZU ... wJ"C s- ,t AIS~c.r..s n ?4A1111/1ffl!.. 

East Rio Hondo Water Supply Corporation 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fiJI in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Arroyo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanizatio Conservation ater Rights Purchase 
IGroundwater er (Specify) 

Capital Cost: $ 500 000 
( 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ 0 __________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 0 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ .5(_o~qf-_O-O-O---

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the politjcal subdivi§lon consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) /rC2!/7 -fV TWOO h,... l/1f~/,cpl'1m:c.1 ~~r~.> 



-

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Arroyo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name: 
selOther (Specify) . 

5t2wf} PM-f(c..e~ , , 
Capital Cost: $ ___ 130 /t~ d 0 

--------~~--+,~----------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _-J.A~/~( _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ __ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) _____________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Arroyo Water Supply Corporation 

Urbanization/ Conservation 
/Groundwater/Reuse/Other (imJe1jfVr-------' 

Capital Cost: $ __ l_5_(?.J-I"""; __ ti.c_r_~~A-=-(4-~-,@-,--./I--,-1_7_0_0 ________ _ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ t!!J __ 4_11 ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ --"0"--___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Arroyo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

, ~ as Urba.. !If.->t.d "oS CI~vclp~;; 
Capital Cost: $ 0 

-----------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementil19 necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ---___________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ --

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? -The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding source7 would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) N /4 

I • 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involv~d in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_-..:N--"--'-O ______________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 

with you? Explain. ___ -::;_---------------------
Z z 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? \ 1'\ +t.rc.o r\ r'lt.c..+ wi t~H-wf.c. i lzy,oac.- k-I> l-t 9rDu-n. rJ~h 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? (ro.ttkC~1111 "-t I> (,0 ~(t...-te. p,*,ktr J.... '1Y'0IAA< rJWi). fer 

-rlY'Wi" Sltw,", "11'1. -tk plM1l'1lN) s 7" ) 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water suPpJy? __ Yt!..-t!'=-=::Sc__ ______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply auth~/ity if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _--'lJ-'.t' .... S'--_________ _ 

7. Ifno,whynot?_~~~c--------------------------
Z 

7 
z 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? /?!A.fu kA OUt"" t"Uv W"j-e-r 

~!~ 11'1. c~; dt¥t~af {1.(ftrn~~~/.-Vt1d~>e~k; devef<Jp 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water -hlannin1.oand imPlelntation of 
water management s ategles you care to share. fon nuk rn 0 v-!.-

13"'\ c..~ I ( fJ. r 

Arroyo Water Supply Corporation 



AWSC Raw Water and Population Projections 
Source: TNRCC Report 

Raw Water Projections based on a 2°,(, :iearl:i increase I Po~ulation Projections based on 1°,(, increase 
Raw Water SBIDt12 Acre Feet Treated Water PopulationlMember Storage Capacity Needed 

Year Used 25% Trans. Fee Needed Pum~ed Projections Elevated I Total 

1998 73,840,000 92,300,000 283.26 60,562,000 509 50,900 101,800 

1999 60,377,000 75,471,250 231.61 55,726,000 511 

2000 63,432,000 79,290,000 243.33 56,060,000 525 

2001 69,043,000 86,303,750 264.86, 59,223,000 541 54100 108,200 

2002 70,423,860 88,029,825 270.15 61,972,997 546 

2003 71,832,337 89,790,421 275.56 63,212,457 551 

2004 73,268,983 91,586,229 281.07 64,476,705 557 

2005 74,734,363 93,417,954 286.69 65,766,239 562 

2006 76,229,050 95,286,313 292.42 67,081,564 568 

2007 77,753,632 97,192,040 298.27 68,423,196 574 

2008 79,308,705 99,135,881 304.24 69,791,660 580 

2009 80,894,878 101,118,598 310.32 71,187,493 585 

2010 82,512,776 103,140,970 316.53 72,611,243 591 

2011 84,163,032 105,203,790 322.86 74,063,468 597 

2012 85,846,292 107,307,865 329.32 75,544,737 603 
':L. 

-0, 

"";") 
2013 87,563,218 109,454,023 335.90 77,055,632 609 " ( 

2014 89,314,482 111,643,103 342.62 78,596,744 615 ~ 

"-
2015 91,100,772 113,875,965 349.47 80,168,679 621 62,100 124,200 

r 
G~? l€a~ 

'-0 rW"~ 



RIO GftANOE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FtNANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water neeels, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to tne following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of polmcal SubdlYtSlon: 

Water Management Stratagy Name: 

1:1 Jardin War Supply Corp. 

UrbanizationJ Conservation/Water Rights Purchase 
tGroundWaterlReuseiOther (Specify) 

Conservation. urbination, production of ground and I or surface water 

Capital Cost: $ 42,310,000 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management lItrategy identified l!lbove? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _1_7-"..3_1.:....0.:....._00_0 ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, induding implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 17.310.000 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ 25,000.000 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what optlon(s) is proposed? What. if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 

nece~ry}_~r=rr~~r7.~~~?'_~~~~~~~~~~~ __ _,~--~ 
U,S. Department of AgriCUltUre Rural Development Services for Loan and Grant Programs 
North American DevelO.Qment Bank for combinations of grants and loans 
Texas Water Development Board Disadvantaged Communjties Programs for grants & loans 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_V~e ... s ____________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 

with you? Explain. ---lYu;e~Si---------------------

3. Have you looked at altemative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? ..J.v.c:e""s ________________ _ 

5. Have you considered regionaiization of your water supply? _Y.:....e.:....s'--______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? --'v-"e""s'--________ _ 

7. If no, why not? _______________________ _ 

8. In your opinion. what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? (1) Enforce tbe 1994. Bio GKinde Treaty 

and clean the dver of obstructions (2) coosto Jd l lOdeqpn' IOd pipes to transport rol nicipal wate. 
along the Rio Grande (3) Cultivate supply of ground water g. df waters and Brownsville Weir 

9. 

10. 

Fi"s "" elteffl8ti'te tc el"lforee or replace the 19404 'fate, b eat) "itt i Mexico 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Ct~I~""Y'. 
If> ch-tj 'C 

V), II a 01 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization Conservation' ater Rights Purchase 
er (Specify) 

Capital Cost: $ __ "70 D [> C D / ~'-Y--
I I 

1. Using current utility revenue sources. including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

.-·r 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ ' _')+/~C_' _O_,C_; _______ _ 

2, If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3, How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary)-rW V t3 5/c.. .. o'"'-G rLS ·,'i/A -v 

"ri1J '''->(h-'; r 

l-z./CG 
C,j .. ~hnu.y5 

t'Av,"",c't-e J j/:;v' V:(f'-Y 

. ...-v {SUo CD 0 
I 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costsj, Answers to the following questions should be prOVided for each 
strategy, Use a new sheet for eacn water management strategy, 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name Urbanization/ Conservatio ater Rights Purchase 
IGroundwater/Reuse/Other (Speci y! 

Capital Cost: $ 

1, Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ---"X:....::::~_/-"i..::.G'_i ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

()~ 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ C)[ i) 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

b,G! 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ ---=-1....=_) ...c'...l<(.'--__ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) .St!''Vl~ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name ~---------UrbanizationrConservationlWater Rights Purchase 
IGroun wa er/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _~fjf#;~·~?,-?!b"-,,,-_....:;3;......::..5 ______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

.. "7 ."7 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ :; :J 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ &_,·_7 ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) 

LL5>D It . 'T2~-) =-;)-'(T)--L:-' i.-I -'I/)""~,--/--\ -:1:"---'N.~(""'1J"'0-'/ J"'" c-' -I i-I':-,---------------



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involv,ed in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_-l~C>..~~5,,-> ______________ _ 

2. If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __ I..I+-'I r:~J,"",.s,--_____________________ _ 

3. 

4. 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _-f¥(,-'.:::5=--· _______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ Y,-"t~·5",· _________ _ 

7. If no, whynot? ___ ~~~c-_______________________ _ 

Z 
:7 

z 
8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to, be most important in tqe_ 

.. development of ~dequate water supplies for the region? 6?o:,'kHY-/' {'C ter, J'-t ~u ~ 
('CI'\\;'('1r S,(Y\ d: ,*,) fr' l'Y\UIII({t-f } 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ~ mos~ important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _~.)_ Cc::...?_i~11..C-===:· :::-______ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 



RECORDKEEPE'-iG LIST OF CONTACT 

CITY PERSON PHONE DATE OUTCOME 
CONTACTED 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

C l~ )/)'l~-:r-\ 

I~ cJ. -t~F 
vU ! lee 00' 

Instructions rar each 0; :he recommenaed strategies ir, the regional water pia" tc meet your 
water needs. piease fill In :he water management s;rategv name and cos; (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recom mended for your political subdivision and the 
estimated capital cests). Answers to t'le following questions should be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

Water Management Strategy Name 

Capital Cost: $ ~ '7 D DC, C C / LJ'!:-Y-
I } 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdiVISion able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

.,- ,-
The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ __ -,-' _~-+i...:C=-·_C_)_C_; _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above uSing 
current utility revenue sources, Including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdiVision conSider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) '-[C0v r3 5/d"~ (L~,"rl", 'v 

&/li ') (1.) (1-'" j(' 

li./CC 
Ci.l)n,r)u;r-> 

/\./ 
i--;. (_,r ,

l ')c_i. '_l. V 
I 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water :Jlan to meet your 
water needs. please fill In the water management strategy name and COST (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific oroJects recom mended for your political subdiviSion and the 
estimated capital costS) Answers to the following questIOns should be proVided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheer for eacn water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital Cost: $ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

Urbanization! Conservation{0!ater Rights Purchas,:-) 
IGroundwater/Reuse/Other ( Specify! 

---------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdiviSion able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 9_=_l~'·J_C...:.ft..:.[_i ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

()~ 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 5[ ~ 

3 How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ ~=~_=_-;_i,'_/"_~ __ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, If 
necessary)St!-Yl~ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended sliategles in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. piease fill In the water management strategy name and cost (refe:- IO the attached 
laDle shOWing the specific projects recommended for you: pclitlcal subdiVISion and the 
estimated capital costS). Answers to :he following questions should be provided for each 
strategy Use a new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital Cost: $ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

/---;-------. 

Urbanizationr:ConservationiWater Rights Purchase 
IGroun wa er/ReuselOther (Specify) 

--------------------------------------------------

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

t:ffi'i L .:2;;; 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--'-'2<+ftfJ::::;.··'-Yf~J) _ _"_j__=-'_· _____ ~_ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

~-;'."", 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ :; :J 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

1~7 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ '"" ______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdiVIsion consider? (use additional sheets. if 

necessary)-=~~-~~-~-_.77~C_~~-----------------
LL>D ~ -l:tJ l) 1.-') L U 1),'-1,\ I::' Mjl j),' f i 1-:" 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representativels) been involv,ed in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?_-<~",/t!~5.:.~ ______________ _ 

If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __ V+-" k"'--"~>'--______________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternativewater~ourceSJi.e:. re~se, groun~water, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? 0 ,~CUVJl k- <' Ie r i re~~.'L-

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ ~t'(~J.::;S_· _______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ Yl-=t"""5""· _________ _ 

Ifno, whynot? ___ ~~~-------------------------Z z 
8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to,be most important in tqe_ 

" development of 7Eequate water supplies for the region? GcUUnL/' { £ ter) I'-<:,u \..L-

9. 

('cnl:rY"h \Y\ C±- '+:-J h> l'lHL (ll({t-f 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ~ mos~ importanrin the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _-=Je-Cc=-::>_':...J'1..C.-==:' "'--------

1 O. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region Name: Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivision: La Joya Water Supply Corp. 

Contact Person: Mr. Lucrecio Flores Title: General Manager 

Telephone (956) 585-2459 E-mail: Iflcxe~@ bjoyo ~ .LDrf\ 

Background: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water Planning Groups (RWPGs) all across the 
State of Texas formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water 
Development Board (TWO B) per requirements of Senate Bill 1 (75th Texas Legislature). The 
adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed the water supply needs for all water users 
in the State. Based on the analysis, the RWPGs identified water management strategies 
necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of water for the 50-year planning period. The RWPGs 
also developed preliminary capital cost estimates for each of the strategies recommended in 
the approved regional water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 (77th Texas Legislature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 charges 
the RWPGs with examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the water 
management strategies and projects recommended in the most recently approved regional 
water plan. 

Senate Bill 2 specifically requires that the RWPG report to the TWDB how political subdivisions 
all across Texas propose to pay for future water infrastructure needs. 

The purpose of this survey is to complete this charge with your input. 

Please return the completed survey by March 22, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 
P.O. Box 2544 

Harlingen, Texas 78550 
(956) 423-7482 fax 

E-mail address:mruiz@nrsengineers.com 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please contact: 

La Joya Water Supply Corp. 

Bill Norris 
Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address:bnorris@nrsengineers.com 

to: 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan?-'A'-'v'---'v<-i ______________ _ 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _________________________ _ 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? -',."-~--',"_-/ __________________ _ 

4. If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these 
alternatives? ___________________________ _ 

5, Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? .!...A"'./_c-"", ________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? -,~f-I-"'f-':;"-------------

7. Ifno,whynot? ___________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? 

De S2,,1±itJil QCea.n y.,,)o,te-r ~ 10 Aletl,NCk £eoo" E#; 1,0;</ iJuelli-Mt R~q) 

g, In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? ___________ _ 

10, We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

La Joya Water Supply Corp. 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Maverick County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

iIOO~-, The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _~",--,-I-= Iv _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

at C'7 J10 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ -'-_li ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the_p~lit/ical subOivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) '/W D8 ( B&(c N-+() i-:!;ttpp' {j~'011 

(I I 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

Capital-Cost: $ 0 

Maverick County 
I;; i ! n d v UJ5 c

(iounbJ U 5 

Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

;,cc,l +0 
k7c .5t:YI/C cf 
b~1 t::2'1 le 

/lii)£ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 2_5_%_1 v_: _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 2_· ~_-C_%_, __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

$ 7510 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay _______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdiVision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ___ ~_~~~~~_,-________________ _ 

Ii s \) A TIAI of!:;fJGC[ IN fh7 /!Xt",lc/ 
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2. 

3. 

4. 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for the 
currently adopted regional water plan?_-f'/-'<c""S"--_____________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort th~ pl~nnjng g~roup w~th reg~rd to C?mn:unications 
with you? Explain We , tlrJ!U,.> k £;t. tpl1c'r (C; DINe YI/{/W!lt.f ds 

l7ifvWl1,/l VI1.Rle.t) tivl,d (htly(/v;cfL 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackiph
1 groundwater, etc.) for your entity? N.Ot\,( koi (({hit.. ([ilK kDfLid 'oJ e.' 

Lh1Si Jericl Wi~.1 
If so, what have you looked at and what is the status of implementation of these X((..'ex<" . 
alternatives? tU/~?(. r l/vll! 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _--,-I'J-+-( H-!' ______ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ____________ _ 

7. If no, why not? _________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ~e most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for the region? Illfbrl1;>thJe SOi vrc.e.-- ; 

RCAd St{ i eM SN v' cJi,-M I 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? __ S-"C"-'t'-l1C.L'b ..... (...</'--_____ _ 

10. We invite any comments you have with regard to vv:ater planning and Impl~mentatio!1 of 
water management strategies you care to share. leo Iz... 'Nrc TPU l t? <... I\U d '2 

h. t4 {('\. ~IJ:h lid ({¥(;(}'CC'vpIFLCJ &1" if») 

Maverick County 



RECORDKEEPING LIST OF CONTACT 

CITY PERSON PHONE DATE OUTCOME 
CONTACTED 

:s/o..((' )/011.. C70y lie ra... 4~7-8'?cH. /-1-0)... J-CA,K do u... -/- i Yl fa . 
to~(j 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Webb County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purchase Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ /00% 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--,,-I-=-O_O_i,-~_U_ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) __________________________________________ ___ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs. please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Webb County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation Measures 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ____ 0 _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ---"0"--__ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ -,-/_O--,O~If-Yd..:.~_· __ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ____________ ~,_-~~~~~--~~ __ -~---

UJ:J-+?~1#+Ptif11pICt'7 £rvrTI [WOG . '''/U;u8,' 8t=£L1/);~!Ju/3'>rJl0' 
USDA- I 7 
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--r0rY1 ,,-' 5> evrln?;~,1/' 6 
RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been invplv.ed in the preparation of information for the 
currently adopted regional water plan?_---J\Lf~t=_=~~ _____________ _ 

If so, were you pleased w·th the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. __ i-!t~?-=5~ ___________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, g(({ndwater, br.ackiSh) , 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? (/F'DLVVl eJvL"Zt(r jvv n 31' lA/I f (. 0 x . rta~ 

. 7/ 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ -!.tIt..::.t'.:::>:::..· ______ _ 

Would you consider Joining a regional water supply authority V~coUld cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ----I-fJL-e.-->.L--------

Ifno, whynot? ______________________________ _ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider be most important in the 
developmef1t of adequate water supplies for the reg,ion? --'"...!ojO~/..::.1.~se..::.J...:/{/:....:I...-::.::::.!n..::..:C:.:.....L_· __ 

'01's,(4 u1 14"--'/),. UJeeJl1o£ rno cJ( -hd\,n-m 

9. 

10. 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to):1e most importaRt in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? J?trYl e.. {(s.. 

We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and jrnplementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. /flee: A <" /) rS rYJ /7:r 0qpr!r, r~" rn 

Iv IJ" !-t.J!Lrrr. A./3 (Uk Oln7C-"r1'C'; 7b/J1.J/>...L./n-''''/"?/'~7 h..,·-
·1r-6>21S/t, fL, jJ(rr"ho1 t7 {v'd t1'.-- 1"'1111-/:5 5'?vC: r./ 

r / 

Webb County 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Willacy County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanization 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ l_oo_, 1)_(_0 _________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary) ____________________________ _ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Willacy County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Advanced Water Conservation 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ :...IO_%_D ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

(0 01 .. 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ ==--_1_1. __ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ __ q--"-o::..-q_Io ___ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What, if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessary)~_~~~~_,-_-=~~~ ____________________ __ 

rW D 8 ,NA-V i3a'I1A::,.,· iDeA 
( I 
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9. 

COlA.l\t~ lu:irji..- 5CI-frNrts 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
3f20flJ2-

SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(s) been involved in the preparation of information for the 
currently adopted regional water plan?_L-'-II"n_I-'+....:;t....:ol=--___________ _ 

If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _-+~c;.f_2~---------------------

Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish , 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? 1rbvP'1 cJ V1I.? tt y- f on. Y\~'- '{'{.n, tt!4v-b !.90 . 

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ 'leo.=5=--______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? _ ... i .... o""-_________ _ 

Ifno,whynot? _____________________________ ___ 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider tob}" most important in the 
developm~nt of adequate water supplies for the region? Vi (fe-r r1? % .5 (;JI/rce . 

(!tmMYvRvv-r1 IS tt/Y·(/c cllj If? f/li-C? tho.. cI llotw¥1:hy / /JJN1/~'j{7 
I,. ret tvfl......,.., We sA:: 

In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to b~ most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? 41Tf?77h-vi SPun;e~ 

fit rt7 I I"I,? fc- W?s-fe.. f 

WilJacy County 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

C t~· PL.c-,.-'Y'. 

I~ ch.[j L' 

vU !{u.. 01 

Instructions For each of the r~commenaed strategies In the regional water Dian tc meet your 
water neecs please fill In the water managemenl strategv name and cos: (refer;o the attached 
laDle shOWing t!le soecific projects recom mended fer your poliTIcal subdivision and the 
estimated capital COSts). Answers to tr.e following auestlons shouid be prOVided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheet for eacr, water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: 

Water Management Strategy Name: 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
Increases, how much of the capital cost IS the political subdiVIsion able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

.-r-
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ __ -,-' _'::>+/...:::C,--· _C_iC_,_' _______ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost IS the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above uSing 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases 7 

The political subdiVision can afford to pay $ _______ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ________ _ 

4. Fer the costs the political subdivision cannot pay what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
state funding sources would the political subdiVISion consider? (use additional sheets. if 
necessary)TC{; V (3 5{~<-"",-. reS ,'n." -v 

b/n') 0p-", jS' 

i, ('. \i--,CCv 

C ' 'li.;,nnur~ 

/\./ 

.----~--- --------~ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommendec s;rategies In the regional water plan to mee: :lOur 
water leeas please fill in the water management strategy name and cos~ (refer TO the attached 
table shOWing the specific projects recom mended for your political suodlvislon and the 
eSllmated capital cOStS). Answers to the following auestions snouia be provided for each 
strategy. Use a new sheel for each water management strategy 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

" Water Management Strategy Name: Urbanizationl Conservatlon6:vater Rights Purchas~ 
IGroundwater/Reuse/Other (SpeClTy! 

Capital Cost: $ 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including Implementing necessary rate and tax 
Increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

c;(.)/ 
The political subdiviSion can afford to pay $ ___ -"-' ./lC::-!----=-!-=.C_, ________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

c)/, 
The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ___ 5C"",--",-,: _0 __ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

t::J', e,1 
The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ ___ --Z..=-='---'-'v"--__ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdiviSion cannot ;Jay what optlon(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subc:iivislon conSider? (use additional sheets. If 
necessary)')tr·YhL/ 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions Fer each of the recommended Slralegles in the regional water alar to meet your 
waler needs. please fill Ir the waler management straleg~/ name and COSl (refer to the attacnec 
table srwwlng the sceclfic prO)eClS recommenaed for your polillcai suodivlslon anc the 
eSllmatec capi1al costS) Answers to the following questions shoulc be orovided for eacr, 
strategy. Use a new shee, for eacn water management slrategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 

/ ' -----. 
Water Management Strategy Name: UrbanizacionrConservationiWater Righls Purchase 

/Groun water/Reuse/Other (Specify) 

Capital Cost: $ 
----------------------------------------------------

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ _--.:..tfq·tA:.:;,'--y~.:.:...:::. _ __'C_3__=)"_,.., ______ __ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy identified above using 
current utility revenue sources, Including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

~~,"'7 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ 7 :J 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy Identified above? 

$ /;7 The political subdivision cannot afford to pay ___ "" ______ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay. what option(s) is proposed? What, if any. 
stale funding sources would the political subdiVIsion consider? (use additional sheets. if 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY 

Have you or your representative(si been involv,ed in the preparation of information for 
the currently adopted regional water plan? __ V!->,~~c:, ______________ _ 

If so. were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. _...:\J:;-'"'-!:?_S'--______________________ _ 

Have you looked at alternativewater~ources (i,e. re~se, groun~water, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) for your entity? (I ,~G(', VJ.l,J k v <' tc r- i rev:K....-

Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? __ ~f'(~J.:::~=-' _______ _ 

Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? ___ y'-"t~·5>"-· _________ _ 

If no, whynot? ___ ~~~~-------------------------------------------
Z z 

8. In your opinion. what are the top three areas you consider to be most important in tQe_ 
" development of 9;dequate water supplies for the region? Ga,'ldrV/, {c tey /'-< 5,U\.0 

(CI1I!YS, M Ct I~) fT, l'nU()r(./l.f J 
) J 

9. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to ~ mos~ important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? _-=-.. X...;c=-"'_i1...;'l.c-=: "'-______ _ 

1 O. We invite any comments you have with regard to water planning and implementation of 
water management strategies you care to share. ______________ _ 

North Alamo Water Supply Corporation 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please fill in tl1e wdLer management strategy name ana cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the following questions should be provided for each strategy. Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivi~ion; Lspau. County 

Water Managaml'!nt Strategy Name: Advanced W(Jtcr Conservation 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. Using current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is the political subdivision able to pay for the water 
manaqement strategy identified above? 

The political subdivisIon can afford to pay $ ........ Z""F""Ru..O.l.--________ _ 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdivision able to pay for the water management strategy iu~rllified above using 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ ZERO 

3. How much of Llle capital cost IS the political subdIVision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ -=-ZE""R,-,-O~ ____ _ 

4. For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, if 
necessa~) TWDC ________________________________________________ __ 

p.t> 



RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
SUPPI.EMENTAL SURVEY 

1. Have you or your representative(5) been involved in the preparation of infocrmllion for tne 
currently adopted regional water plan? I haven't been involved 

2. If so, were you pleased with the effort the planning group with regard to communications 
with you? Explain. The reason I haven' t been i eyolyed is tha t 

There is flu cpmmllolcarjon wjth my attice 

from the regional planning 

3. Have you looked at alternative water sources (i.e. reuse, groundwater, brackish 
groundwater, etc.) tor your entity? We' He st "d j AS for agl.loiilfQr. Q1.lt 

there aren't any in our region 
4. If so, what have you lookcd ilt ilnd what is the status of implementation of tI1ese 

alternatives" Ground wa tRr is not tha t abllnda n t 

5. Have you considered regionalization of your water supply? _n......,o ________ _ 

6. Would you consider joining a regional water supply authority if it could cost your entity 
less money than developing a source on your own? Absolute] y yes! 

7. Ifno,whynot? __________________________________________________ ___ 

8. In your opinion, what are the top three areas you consider to be most important In the 
aevelopment of adequate water supplies for the region? Desalini 2a t ion. 

recyc] jug wastes.Ja"c'r and gxo))udwater 

9. In your opinion. what are the top threE'! are~s you consider to be most important in the 
development of adequate water supplies for your entity? The hackwa Sb t b at 

goes a pond (about 100000 qals daily) 

#2 Recycling wastewater effjvept· (abopt 225,000 GO) 

10. We invite aey comment!: you have with regard to water planning and illlf.JJ~l1Itmt,llion of 
water management strategies you care to share. If wa t er j $ t rea tab i e 

The Longterm and shortterm solution is sea water desaliPD-

tiOfi I believe that the technology is good enough 

and it would PEl,lItdIlenLly solve r.i1U proBlem. 

Zapata C",mlY 

p ... 
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RIO GRANDE REGIONAL WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Instructions: For each of the recommended strategies in the regional water plan to meet your 
water needs, please till in the water management strategy name and cost (refer to the attached 
table showing the specific projects recommended for your political subdivision and the estimated 
capital costs). Answers to the followinq Questions should be provided for each strategy Use a 
new sheet for each water management strategy. 

Name of Political Subdivision: Zapata County 

Water Management Strategy Name: Purc;ha:5e Additional Rio Grande Supply 

Capital Cost: $ 0 

1. USing current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax 
increases, how much of the capital cost is tM political subdivision able to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision can afford to pay $ llodsT prQsent cCl'laiti Qq. Q 

2. If you could access the State Participation Program, how much of the capital cost is the 
political subdiviSion able Lo pay for tile water management strategy Identified above USing 
current utility revenue sources, including implementing necessary rate and tax increases? 

The pOlitical subdivision can afford to pay $ _.:.0,--___ _ 

3. How much of the capital cost is the political subdivision unable to pay for the water 
management strategy identified above? 

The political subdivision cannot afford to pay $ _I.LO ______ _ 

4 For the costs the political subdivision cannot pay, what option(s) is proposed? What. if any, 
state funding sources would the political subdivision consider? (use additional sheets, If 
necessa~) ____________________________________________ ___ 
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Region Name: 

856-765-5858 

RIO GRANDE REGIONAl WATER PLANNING GROUP 
WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING SURVEY 

Region M - Rio Grande Regional Planning Group 

Name of Political Subdivi:;ion: Zapata County 

Contact Person: Han. David Morales Title: County Judge 

Telephone: E·mail: 

Sackground: On January 5, 2001, Regional Water PlunnillQ Groups (RWPGs) ali across the Slate of Texas 
formally submitted 16 adopted regional water plans to the Texas Water Development 80ard (TW08) per 
""4UII<:fI1"'llS ot Senate Bill 1 (/b" I exas legislature), The adopted regional water plans examined and analyzed 
the water supply news for all water users in the Slate. eased on Ihe ~nalysis, the RWPGs identIfied water 
management strategIes necessary to ensure a suffiCient supply of waler for the 50· year planning period. The 
RWPG" ,,1"0 developed preliminary ca~'I .. 1 cost esrlmareS for eaen or tne strategies recommended in the 
approved regional water plan. 

senate 6111 2 (77"' Texas LegiSlature) expanded the RWPG's assignment. Senate Bill 2 ch;trges the RWPGs with 
examining what financial assistance, if any, is needed to implement the warer m;tnagement slI'Qtegies and 
projr:cts recommended in the mast recently approved regional water plan. 

Senate 8rll2 specifICally reQuires that the RWPG report to the TWOB how political SUbdivisions all across Texas 
propose \0 pay for fulure water infrastructure needS. 

The purpose of this survey is 10 complete this charge with your inpul. 

Please roturn the completed sUlVey by Marett 29, 2002 

Magda Ruiz 

P.O. Box 2544 

H",U"y"m. Texas 76550 

(956) 423-7482 fax 

to: 

!;-mail address: mrUlz@nrsenglncers.com 

If YOll have any Questions regarding this survey. please contact: 

Bill Norris 

Telephone Number: (956) 423-7409 

E-mail address: bnornS@nlsenglneerscom 

,..2 
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Re<:ommended Water Management Strategies for Zapatis County 

IADVANCED WATER 

I
CONSERVATION MEASURES 

~--------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--------------------~--.-------~ 
PURCHASE ADDITIONAL RIO 

I 
.IG~NO~.~UP'p~ Y.. ..J 

COUNTY-OTHER SO.OOI 
I 

COUNTY-OTHER $0.00: 

LApafa County 
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Lower Rio Grande Valley DevelopmentCouncil 

BOARD MEMBERS 
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Judge, Cameron County 
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March 7, 2002 

Han. David Morales 
Zapata County Judge 
600 Hidalg Blvd. 
Zapata, Texas 78076 

RE: Waler Infrastructure Financing Survey 

Dear Honorable Judge Morales: 

Attached please find a survey 10 delermine various issues 10 assist us in 
the planning and implementation of water management strategies for the 
region. The first part of the survey reviews the water management 
strategies, outlined by the adopted regional plan for Zapata County and 
asks to answer several questions with regard to financing these 
strategies. This is a requirement of Senate Bill 2. The second part of the 
survey is to determine your overall satisfaction in the planning process, 
your ideas for water strategies and to open the lines of communications 
between the Regional Planning Group and Zapata County. 

As part of the survey, we must receive your response no later than March 
29,2002. A representative from the Region M Water Planning Group 
would like to arrange a meeting with you andlor your representative at 
your convenience to discuss these issues that are becoming more critical 
to our r~gion than ever before. Magda Ruiz. with NRS Consulting 
Engineers, our Region M consultant team, will be contacting you with in 
the next two weeks to arrange this meeting. 

I thank you in advance for your continued cooperation in the water 
planning process for our region. If you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to call me at (956) 682-3481 or 8ill Noms, NRS, at (956) 423-
7409. 

MAIN OFFICE + 311 N. 15m S + McI\LLEN. TX 7R50H705 + TEL: 1956) 682-3481 + fAX: (956) 631-4670 
TTY FOR HEARING IMPAIHLill-BOO-735-2989 

RIO tR'NSIT CElIlER • SIQ~ rlfASAN1Vl(WOH • WlSlACO. TX 7859G • TFI' (956)969-5761 • fAX 1956)969·8116 
REGIONAl, POlICF. ACltOfMV ... 19U1N. LOOP-499, BUtLDlNC ~ .. H"A.I.ING~N. TF (~jO'J~f • II:.L~ (!>!le) J&4~sor .. fAX: 195(il JG4-!il~(j 

Wcbsile: www.lrgvac.OIg 
rnlt"rco or~ Rrr.\(:l rn PAl~':~ 

_._--------
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Appendix E Sample Extended Cost Calculation 
Enclosure I 

EV ALUA TION OF WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR MEETING THE PROJECTED WATER 
SUPPLY NEEDS OF THE CITY OF EDINBURG, HIDALGO COUNTY 

Description of Water User Group: 

The City of Edinburg is located in Hidalgo County. Surface water from the Rio Grande is the only supply source for the 
city. The following table presents the projected population, water demand, and water supply for the city. In addition, 
the table presents the projected water shortages for the city. The City of Edinburg has both a water conservation and a 
drought contingency plan filed with the TNRCC. 

Water Supply and Demand Analysis: 

2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 
Population 45,024 55,856 67,744 82,167 95,139 110,159 
Projected Water Demand 9,102 10,639 12,211 14,480 16,510 18,968 

Surface Water 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 
Current Water Supply Ground Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 7,981 
Projected Supply 
S urplus/(Deficit) -1,121 -2,658 -4,230 -6,499 -8,529 -10,987 

Evaluation of Selected Water Management Strategies: 

Additional Suppiv by Decade(AF/Yrl 

Total 
Yield Annual Cos t' Unit 

Strategy '(AF/yr) ~- Extended Cost Calculation: 2040 2050 

Renewal of Contract for Annual Cost X 50 Years = Extended Cost 

surface water 
I Water Conservation Measures: 

$440,058 X 50 = $22,002,900 
Water Conservation 

Measures 2 1,897 5440,058 5232 0 213 488 869 1,321 1,897 

Non-Potable Water Reuse 3 4,742 51,403,632 5296 0 532 1,832 3,620 4,128 4,742 
Acquire Rio Grande 
supplies through 

Urbanization 
4 4,348 $1,326,201 5305 0 1,913 1,910 2,010 3,081 4,348 

Other Strategies Recommended by City 

1 AvaIlable supply values represent mformatton from Chapter 3 of the RegIOnal Plan (Draft). Assumes Contract IS Term contract. 

2 Assumes 2% reduction in water demand per decade beginning in 20 I 0 as recommended by the RGRWPG at the planning group 
meeting on June 29, 2000. Cost basis described in the June 6, 2000 draft project memo, entitled Evaluation of Advanced Water 
Conservation for Municipal User Groups as a Water Management Strategy. 

3 Non potable water reuse is included only for those cities with a potential to have a total of at least 5 mgd wastewater treatment plant 
capacity. This criteria was applied to cities with projected population exceeding 50,000 by year 2030, assuming 100 gpd of 
wastewater generated per person. For the cities that met the above criteria, the following reduction in water demand per decade was 
assumed: 5% in 20 I 0, 15% in 2020, 25% in 2030, 2040 and 2050. This strategy was recommended by the RGRWPG at the 
planning group meeting on July 28, 2000. Cost basis was described in the April 28, 2000 draft technical memorandum, entitled 
Evaluation of Desalinization (fask 5.4) - Draft· 

4 Cost basis described in June 28, 2000 draft memorandum, entitled Cost Estimates for Acquisition of Rio Grande Water Supply for 
Municipal Use. 

01/11/01 
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